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Abstract
Long-duration radiation bursts related to thunderclouds were observed at
Norikura Observatory (2,770 m above sea level) of The Institute for Cosmic
Ray Research, The University of Tokyo in 2014 using a segmented organic
scintillator originally developed as an antineutrino detector for reactor mon-
itoring. 12 bursts were observed in 54 days and the energy spectra extended
up to 10 - 25 MeV. According to thunder information, the bursts seemed
to be related to thunder activity. Besides, two types of burst termination
were observed in a short interval, which suggested that long-duration bursts
could terminate simultaneously with lightning discharges.
In addition, the energy and height of runaway electron sources in thun-
derclouds were estimated by Monte Carlo simulation. The estimated ener-
gies of 12 bursts were higher than those of 3 bursts observed at Ohi Power
Station located in the coastal area of the Sea of Japan. On the other hand,
the estimated ux of runaway electrons at the source height was remarkably
smaller at Norikura Observatory than at Ohi Power Station. The dierence
of bursts between two locations might imply the existence of unknown mech-
anisms of electron acceleration and multiplication process in thunderclouds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Electron acceleration through electric eld in
thunderclouds
1.1.1 Basic idea and rst observation of electron acceleration
process
It is known that strong electric elds of the order of 100 kV/m exist in
thunderclouds. Since C. T. R. Wilson suggested that electrons could be
accelerated by the strong electric eld in thunderclouds in 1920s [4, 5], a
number of experiments have been performed with various approaches to
observe the electron acceleration in thunderclouds.
A part of the electrons traversing through thunderclouds are accelerated
by the strong electric eld and imparted kinetic energy which can over-
come the stopping power caused by collisions with air molecules. These
electrons which reach relativistic energy are called \runaway electrons" and
are considered to produce radiation X-rays/gamma-rays in the air through
bremsstrahlung process. The bremsstrahlung X-rays of the energy of up
to > 110 keV in association with lightning activities were actually detected
from the aircraft own into thunderclouds in 1980s [6, 7]. However, the count
rate of X-rays observed in these measurement turned out to be signicantly
higher than expected from the acceleration of the electrons originated from
atmospheric radionuclides and cosmic ray secondaries [8].
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1.1.2 Behavior of electrons in the air
An electron traversing through the air experiences the stopping power by
inelastic collisions with air molecules which cause ionization or atomic ex-
citation. This stopping power by ionization is described by the well-known
Bethe's equation for electrons [9]:
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where  is the density of medium (air = 1:293  10 6[g=cm3] at STP),
Z is the atomic number of medium (Zair = 7:2), A is the atomic mass of
medium (Aair = 14:4[g=mol]), mec
2 = 0:511 [MeV] is the electron mass
and I is the mean excitation energy of medium (Iair = 85:7  10 6[MeV]).
K = 4NAr
2
emec
2 = 0:307[MeVcm2=mol], where NA = 6:0221023[=mol] is
Avogadro's number and re = 2:81810 15[m] is the classical electron radius.
 = v=c and  = 1=
p
1  2. The density eect correction  corresponds
to the polarization of the medium by high energy incident electrons. 
eectively reduces the stopping power of incident electrons in the relativistic
region above 30 MeV in the air.
The stopping power by ionization in the air at STP is plotted in Fig-
ure 1.1 as the blue dashed line. In non-relativistic region 10 2 - 100 MeV,
the stopping power decreases proportionally to  1=2 because faster inci-
dent electrons feel electric force of atomic electrons for shorter time. The
stopping power by ionization gets minimum at around 1 MeV (\minimum
ionization") and shows gradual increase in relativistic region corresponding
to the logarithmic term  ln()2 in Equation (1.1). This so-called \rela-
tivistic rise" is due to the increase of the interaction cross section caused by
extension of the transversal electric eld of fast incident electrons.
High energy incident electrons also lose energy by radiative eects when
passing near the atomic nuclei. The radiative energy loss by bremsstrahlung
dominates the stopping power in the high energy region above 102 MeV in
the air. The stopping power of bremsstrahlung is described as a function of
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the kinetic energy of incident electrons [9]:
 

d
dx
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= 

X0
; (1.2)
where X0[g=cm
2] is the radiation length. X0 is calculated by
1
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Here  = 1=137 is the ne structure constant, Lrad = ln(184:15Z
 1=3) and
L0rad = ln(1194Z
 2=3) are Tsai's radiation logarithm for Z > 4 [10]. The
function f(Z) can be obtained from
f(Z) = a2
h
(1 + a2) 1 + 0:20206  0:0369a2 + 0:0083a4   0:002a6
i
; (1.4)
where a = Z. The stopping power by bremsstrahlung in the air at STP
is plotted in Figure 1.1 as the green dashed line. The stopping power by
bremsstrahlung increases proportionally to the energy of incident electrons.
Consequently, the total stopping power of electrons traversing through
the air can be obtained from the summation of those of ionization and
bremsstrahlung (Equation (1.1) and (1.2)):
d
dx

tot
=

d
dx

ion
+

d
dx

brems
; (1.5)
which is plotted as the red solid line in Figure 1.1.
1.1.3 Relativistic runaway electron avalanche mechanism
To explain the intensive bremsstrahlung X-ray enhancements observed in [6,
7], an avalanche-type multiplication model of relativistic runaway electrons
was proposed by Gurevich et al. in 1992 [11], which is so-called relativistic
runaway electron avalanche (RREA) mechanism.
The change of electron energy d through travel length dx in an electric
eld is described as
d
dx
= eE   F (); (1.6)
where E is the electric eld strength and F () is the stopping power of
electrons, i.e.
F () =  

d
dx

tot
: (1.7)
3
Figure 1.1: Stopping power (energy loss per unit length) of an electron
moving through the air at STP : Blue and green dashed lines show the
stopping power by ionization and bremsstrahlung respectively. Red solid line
shows the total stopping power. For reference, electric force from 300 kV/m
electric eld is shown as black horizontal dashed line.
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As described above, the stopping power (slowing-down force) as a function
of the kinetic energy of electrons is plotted in Figure 1.1. When the energy
loss in the air is smaller than the energy gain in an electric eld (eE > F ()),
electrons can be accelerated and become relativistic runaway electrons.
The total stopping power by ionization and bremsstrahlung decreases
with electron energy in non-relativistic region, while it increases in relativis-
tic region. Therefore, the stopping power F () has the minimum value Fmin
at a characteristic electron energy,
Fmin = eEth: (1.8)
Here,   1 MeV and the threshold of the electric eld which can produce
runaway electrons is Eth  218kV=m. According to the detailed simula-
tion [12], the practical Eth at sea level is approximately 280 kV/m in the air
at the standard condition. This 30% higher threshold of the electric eld
seems to be due to elastic scattering with air molecules, which was taken
into account in the simulation.
In enough strong electric eld E > Eth, an electron which has non-
relativistic energy higher than 1 (shown in Figure 1.1) can be accelerated
overcoming the slowing-down stopping power and reaches relativistic region
as the arrow in Figure 1.1 shows. However, the electron energy cannot exceed
a particular value in relativistic region 2 (aslo shown in Figure 1.1) because
F () surpasses eE again and thus the electron slows down to 2 emitting
bremsstrahlung X-rays/gamma-rays. Consequently, electrons with energy
 > 1 reach the equilibrium state around  = 2 after being accelerated by
a strong electric eld. In stronger electric elds, 1 becomes lower and 2
becomes higher.
Therefore in thunderclouds, \seed electrons" originated from cosmic ray
secondaries or airborne radionuclides such as radon which have higher energy
than 1 are accelerated to relativistic energy 2 by electric elds overcoming
the stopping power and produce knock-on electrons out of air molecules.
Some of the knock-on secondary electrons will have energy of higher than 1
and can be accelerated to relativistic energy by electric elds along with the
primary runaway electrons. Through this acceleration process, avalanche-
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type exponential increase of runaway electrons and accompanying produc-
tion of bremsstrahlung X-rays/gamma-rays will occur in thunderclouds.
This RREA model is expected to account for the observed intensive
radiation bursts in association with thundercloud activities and have been
modied up to date with additional calculations or simulations such as [12,
13, 14, 15, 16].
1.2 Previous observation of radiation bursts re-
lated to lightning discharges or thunderclouds
Since RREA model was suggested, X-ray/gamma-ray enhancements in as-
sociation with lightning discharges or thunderclouds have been reported re-
peatedly.
1.2.1 Long-duration bursts and short-duration bursts
Brief ashes of gamma-rays related to thunderstorms were rst observed
by BATSE detectors on the space observatory CGRO [17]. These short
bursts are called terrestrial gamma-ray ashes (TGF) and it is noticed that
the duration of TGF is about a few milliseconds and its energy is up to
20 - 40 MeV [18, 19, 20, 21].
Similar short gamma-ray bursts were also observed from the Earth's
surface during natural lightning discharges [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and rocket-
triggered lightning discharges [27, 28, 29]. These short bursts last for a few
milliseconds to a few hundred microseconds and seem to occur in association
with lightning discharges.
On the other hand, a dierent type of radiation bursts which has rela-
tively long duration have been observed by numerous experiments. Follow-
ing the aircraft experiments [6, 7], an X-ray detector loaded on a balloon
detected radiation enhancements lasting for approximately 1 minute [30].
These long duration bursts seem to occur in association with thunderclouds.
Subsequently, long duration bursts were observed in the high-altitude moun-
taintop areas and the coastal area of Sea of Japan as described below.
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1.2.2 Previous observation of long-duration bursts
Recently a number of radiation bursts related to thunderclouds were ob-
served at high-altitude locations. At Gran Sasso (2,005 m above sea level),
high energy gamma-ray bursts lasting for a few minutes which have energy
of up to 10 MeV were observed with a NaI(TI) scintillator in perturbed
weather [31]. On the other hand, X-ray bursts lasting for 1 - 5 minutes were
observed during thunderstorms over a wide space region of about 0.5 km at
Tien-Shan (3,340 m above sea level) [32].
Subsequently, several high-altitude experiments were performed at Bak-
san (1,700 m above sea level) [33], Mt. Norikura (2,770 m above sea
level) [34, 35], Mt. Fuji (3,776 m above sea level) [36], Aragats (3,250 m
above sea level) [37, 25, 38] and Yangbajing (4300 m above sea level) [39].
The experiment at Mt. Norikura performed by Tsuchiya et al. detected a
gamma-ray burst which had an energy spectrum extending up to 10 MeV
during thunderstorms [35]. At the top of Mt. Fuji, Torii et al. observed
gradual increase of energetic radiation which seemed to be caused by a
thunderstorm. It lasted for about 20 minutes and had a continuous energy
spectrum extending up to 10MeV [36]. Furthermore, an especially prolonged
intensive gamma-ray burst of up to 40 MeV lasting for about 40 minutes
was observed in association with thunderclouds in Tibet [39].
Through these measurements at high altitudes, long bursts lasting for
the order of a few seconds to tens of minutes are considered to be related to
thunderclouds in contrast to the short bursts lasting for a few milliseconds
such as TGFs which seem to be strongly related to lightning discharges.
The mechanism of production of radiation bursts related to thunderclouds
is being revealed gradually through these experiments.
In addition to observations at high-altitude mountaintops, several obser-
vation in the coastal area of the Sea of Japan have been performed. In this
area, it is known that thunderclouds of tripole structure are formed at very
low altitude in winter [40]. Radiation bursts in association with thunder-
clouds are considered to reach sea-level surface in this area as it happens at
high-altitude locations.
In 2002, Torii et al. rst reported that they analyzed the data of
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monitoring posts of a nuclear facility and observed increases of environ-
mental gamma-ray dose which seemed to be related to lightning activ-
ity [41, 42]. Subsequently, further experiments were carried out by Japanese
groups [43, 44, 45, 46]. The observed radiation bursts accompanying thun-
derclouds lasted for more than a half minutes and the energy spectra ex-
tended up to 10 MeV, which are similar to the bursts observed at moun-
taintops and could be accounted for by RREA model [47].
Recently, a small antineutrino detector which we developed for reactor
monitoring detected three gamma-ray bursts related to winter thunderclouds
at the coast of the Sea of Japan. By taking advantage of its segmented
structure, the antineutrino detector could successfully identify the arrival
direction of the bursts [2] (described in 2.5).
1.3 Components of radiation bursts
Previous observations detected several kinds of particles such as electrons
and neutrons along with X-rays/gamma-rays in radiation bursts coinciding
with thunderclouds. The components of the radiation bursts are considered
to be important in order to understand the mechanism of this thundercloud
phenomenon.
1.3.1 Electron ux enhancement
As discussed above, radiation bursts are considered to be originated from
accelerated runaway electrons in thunderclouds according to RREA model.
Nevertheless, few observations could detect electron enhancements directly
in association with thunderstorms due to relatively short range of electrons
compared to gamma-rays in the air.
An irregular enhancement of cosmic ray secondaries including electrons
was observed before lightning discharges by a large area air shower array
situated in the high-altitude area of Baksan Valley in North Caucasus [33].
Subsequently, Tsuchiya et al. performed an experiment at Norikura Ob-
servatory using NaI and plastic scintillators. They detected electron signal
enhancement accompanying a gamma-ray burst [35]. It was the rst ob-
servation which detected both gamma-rays and electrons simultaneously by
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anticoincidence of plastic scintillator. The source height of runaway electrons
was estimated to be at 60 - 130 m (90 % condence level) above ground level,
and the primary runaway electrons accelerated in thunderclouds seemed to
be dominant in number compared to the secondary electrons produced by
bremsstrahlung photons.
Electron enhancements accompanying radiation bursts were also de-
tected at the Aragats Space Environment Center [37]. Taking advantage
of anticoincidence by multiple plastic scintillators, count rate enhancements
of electrons of > 15 MeV were observed for a few minutes when thunder-
clouds were situated at approximately 100 - 200 m above the observatory.
Relatively short distance of 100 m between the detector and the source of
runaway electrons would be a key to detect electron components of radiation
bursts directly.
1.3.2 Neutron generation in thunderclouds
Several experiments observed neutron ux enhancements in association with
thundercloud activities since it was rst reported in 1985 [48], where neu-
trons were observed by gas-discharge neutron counters installed at Gulmarg
(altitude 2,743 m). Following this rst detection of neutron ux enhance-
ments, experiments at Mumbai [49], Mt. Norikura [34], Aragats [37, 25, 38],
Tien-Shan [50], Yangbajing [39], Yakutsk [51] and other experiments also
observed neutron enhancements related to thunderclouds.
Although neutron ux enhancements in association with thunderstorms
have been observed by numerous experiments using neutron counters, the
mechanism of neutron production in thunderclouds is still unclear. Neutron
production in thunderclouds not only have important information on the
mechanism of lightning discharges, but it might aect the reliability of 14C
dating signicantly [52, 53].
Nuclear fusion reaction in the air 2H(2H; n)3He had been thought to be
responsible for observed neutron enhancements since decades ago [52], until
it turned out to be unlikely to take place under the realistic physical con-
ditions of observed thunderclouds. Instead, photonuclear reaction (;Xn)
such as (14N; 1n)13N or (16O; 1n)15O was stated as a convincing mecha-
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nism of neutron production in thunderclouds [54]. The threshold of gamma-
ray energy for the photonuclear reaction are 10.5 MeV for (14N; 1n)13N
and 15.7 MeV for (16O; 1n)15O [55], which are relatively realistic energy in
radiation bursts observed in association with thunderclouds. Although this
model is still under debate [50, 56], further calculation have been performed
recently that neutron generation in thunderclouds are primarily attributed
to photonuclear reaction compared to other reactions such as nuclear fusion,
electrodisintegration or inverse to beta decay reaction e (p+; n)e [57, 58].
In spite of the necessity of verication about these neutron production
processes, most of previous observations of neutron enhancements related
to thunderstorms are not suciently substantiated because they used gas-
discharge neutron counters which would have sensitivity to high energy
gamma-rays of the radiation bursts [38, 56, 59]. Thus neutron detection
in a radiation burst by delayed coincidence method at Ohi Power Station
was a remarkable result [2] (described in 2.5).
1.4 Mountaintop experiments using scintillation
detectors
Here we refer to previous experiments which had common aspects with our
experiment at Norikura Observatory. In these previous experiments, scin-
tillation detectors were installed at the top of mountains in order to observe
radiation bursts from thunderclouds.
The experiment performed at the top of Mt. Norikura [35] detected
signal enhancement of both gamma-rays and electrons at the same time in
association with thunderclouds. A spherical NaI scintillator with a diameter
of 7.62 cm, which had the sensitivity between 10 keV and 12 MeV, was
placed underneath a plastic scintillator of 45 cm  40 cm  0.5 cm, which
had the sensitivity above 500 keV. Both scintillators were installed in an
aluminum box outside the building. Since the thin plastic scintillator was
mainly sensitive to charged particles, gamma-rays and electrons could be
discriminated by anticoincidence of the NaI and plastic scintillators. A light
sensor and a eld mill were also installed outside the building.
This experiment was performed at Norikura Observatory for approxi-
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mately one month in summer 2008. They observed one long-duration bursts
related to thundercloud activity, which lasted for more than 90 seconds with
the signal enhancements on both the NaI and plastic scintillators. It was
suggested from anticoincidence analysis that the NaI scintillator detected
gamma-ray components while the plastic scintillator detected electron com-
ponents of the burst. Although the light sensor did not detect a lightning,
the eld mill showed a sudden and rapid change of the polarity from neg-
ative overow (below  100 kV/m) to positive overow (above 100 kV/m)
during the signal enhancement. Thus, they concluded that no lightning oc-
curred during the bursts and it was caused by thunderclouds. By utilizing
the gamma-ray spectrum obtained from the NaI scintillator, the distance
through which the bremsstrahlung photons emitted from a thundercloud
propagated was estimated to be 90 m from the detectors. This result indi-
cated that the plastic scintillator could detect runaway electrons accelerated
in thunderclouds directly because thunderclouds passed through near the
detector.
Another experiment was also performed in 2008 at the top of Mt. Fuji [36].
A cylindrical NaI scintillator with both a diameter and a width of 12.7 cm
was used, whose sensitivity was set to 150 keV - 23 MeV. In this experi-
ment, three thundercloud radiation bursts which had the maximum duration
of about 20 minutes were reported.
In comparison with these previous experiments, our detector could take
advantage of its larger volume of the scintillator. Our segmented plastic
scintillator of 80 cm  80 cm  100 cm had wider energy range of sensi-
tivity and was expected to reveal unknown aspects of thundercloud radi-
ation bursts. Furthermore, detecting many radiation bursts as possible at
Norikura Observatory would enable us to compare with the result of the
previous experiment at Ohi Power Station [2] which was obtained from the
former prototype of our antineutrino detector.
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Chapter 2
PANDA project
2.1 Reactor monitoring using an antineutrino de-
tector
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) proposed a new reactor mon-
itoring method based on antineutrino detection technique [60]. To prevent
nuclear technology from being utilized for the purpose of developing nuclear
weapons, IAEA operates inspection of nuclear facilities around the world.
However, the inspection includes some intrusive techniques, such as reactor
monitoring at very close distance from the reactor core, and is a burden to
both the nuclear facilities and IAEA.
Neutrinos cannot be shielded because their interaction cross section with
matters is quite small. Besides, deploying an intensive antineutrino source
comparable to a reactor is almost impossible. It means that by monitor-
ing antineutrinos emitted from the core during reactor operation, the status
of the reactor and fuels could be monitored even from outside of the reac-
tor building. Therefore, an antineutrino detector might become an epoch-
making tool for IAEA's inspection in the near future. A number of antineu-
trino detectors has been developed by various groups for this new reactor
monitoring method [61, 62].
2.2 Reactor antineutrino
Since F. Reines and C. Cowan et al. rst discovered antineutrinos in 1950s [63],
reactors have contributed to particle physics as important neutrino sources.
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Antineutrinos are emitted from  decay process of neutron-rich nuclei which
are produced by nuclear ssion of uranium and plutonium contained in the
reactor fuel.
235U+ n! X1 +X2 +   + n + n +    (2.1)
A
ZX! AZ+1X0 + e  + e (2.2)
A
Z+1X
0 ! AZ+2X00 +    (2.3)
The ux of antineutrino from a reactor core is huge, e.g. 6  1020 an-
tineutrinos are emitted every second from a regular size commercial reactor
whose output energy is about 3 GWth. The ability of reactor monitoring
using an antineutrino detector was rst shown by Klimov et al. in 1980s [64],
which led to IAEA's proposition.
2.3 Plastic Anti-Neutrino Detector Array
2.3.1 Feature of PANDA
In order to develop a \non-intrusive" inspection tool using a small antineu-
trino detector, our group launched PANDA (Plastic Anti-Neutrino Detector
Array) Project in 2008 (Figure 2.1). An important feature of PANDA is
that liquid scintillator is not used as its target material. Liquid scintillator
is ammable, so that it is dicult to be deployed in nuclear facilities for
security reason. PANDA consists of less ammable plastic scintillator in-
stead of liquid scintillator, which makes PANDA practical for deployment
in nuclear facilities.
The segmented structure is another important feature of PANDA. We
can know the position of energy deposits by taking advantage of the array
structure of optically independent plastic scintillator bars. The geometric
information gives PANDA an ability to reject background events eectively.
In addition, PANDA is designed to have high mobility. PANDA can be
loaded on a 2 ton van or a 12 feet container along with data acquisition sys-
tem and water shield. It enables us unmanned operation without deploying
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the detector out of the vehicle. The high mobility allows easy and quick
setup of the detector at nuclear facilities, which is also required for practical
reactor monitoring.
Figure 2.1: Plastic Anti-Neutrino Detector Array (PANDA) : PANDA con-
sists of 10  10 optically independent plastic scintillator bars.
2.3.2 PANDA modules
PANDA consists of 100 plastic scintillator bars of 10 cm10 cm100 cm
(ELJEN Technology EJ-200 or Rexon Technology RP-408) and the target
mass is about 1 ton. Cubic acrylic light guides and 2-inch Hamamatsu
H6410 (R329-02) PMTs are attached on both ends of each plastic scintillator,
composing a PANDA module as shown in Figure 2.2.
PANDA module is wrapped with aluminized mylar lm for reection
along with gadolinium containing PET lm of Ask Sanshin Engineering
(Figure 2.3). Optical cement (ELJEN Technology EJ-500) is used for gluing
plastic scintillators, light guides and PMTs, which has enough strength for
overland transportation. The components of the PANDAmodules are shown
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in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: List of the components of PANDA modules
PANDA module components Model
10 kg Plastic scintillator ELJEN Technology EJ-200 or
Rexon Technology RP-408
1 kg acrylic cubic light guide custom-made
2-inch PMT Hamamatsu Photonics
H6410 (R329-02)
Optical cement ELJEN Technology EJ-500
Gadolinium-oxide coated PET lm Ask Sanshin Engineering
Figure 2.2: Structure of a PANDA module
2.3.3 Delayed coincidence
Antineutrinos emitted from reactors can be detected via inverse  decay
interaction with protons in the plastic scintillator.
e + p! e+ + n (2.4)
The positron emitted by the inverse  decay causes ionization and an-
nihilation immediately, both of which are detected as a prompt signal. A
prompt signal is expected to include a pair of characteristic gamma-rays of
511 keV emitted by annihilation.
e+ + e  ! 2 (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: Development of PANDA modules
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On the other hand, the neutron produced by inverse  decay is ther-
malized gradually and nally captured by gadolinium surrounding plastic
scintillators. Several gamma-rays with the total energy of approximately
8 MeV emitted by the neutron capture are detected as a delayed signal.
n+155 Gd!156 Gd !156 Gd + 0s (2.6)
n+157 Gd!158 Gd !158 Gd + 0s (2.7)
When an inverse  decay occurs in plastic scintillator, a pair of a prompt
signal and a delayed signal is detected within a short time interval. This is
called delayed coincidence technique. It rejects most background events such
as environmental gamma-rays and enables eective antineutrino detection.
2.3.4 Neutron capture by gadolinium
The gadolinium sheet wrapped around plastic scintillators consists of two
layers of 25 m-thick gadolinium oxide applied on the both sides of 50 m-
thick PET lm. The density of gadolinium included in the sheet was
4.9 mg=cm2.
A Monte Carlo simulation of neutron capture showed that the perfor-
mance of gadolinium sheet wrapped around plastic scintillator was compa-
rable to gadolinium-doped plastic scintillator [65]. This simulation was per-
formed by generating neutrons of 10 keV inside PANDA. The eciency and
the mean capture time of neutrons by gadolinium sheet wrapped around
plastic scintillator were 76.0 % and 62.4 s respectively, while they were
89.4 % and 28.4 s for gadolinium-doped plastic scintillator.
2.3.5 Size and mobility
The size of PANDA detector is about 1.5 m1.5 m2.0 m and can be
loaded on a 2 ton van directly. In case that 20 cm-thick water shield is
required to suppress background events, a 12 feet container should be used
for transportation. PANDA is wired before transportation and can start
operation immediately after arrival at a nuclear facility.
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2.4 Reactor monitoring using PANDA prototypes
Before developing the full-size PANDA which has 100 plastic scintillator
bars, several prototypes have been developed using less number of modules
in order to nd out potential problems and improve the project.
2.4.1 Prototype I : LesserPANDA
The rst prototype, LesserPANDA, was developed in 2010. It consisted
of 16 (44) modules and the target mass was about 160 kg (Figure 2.4).
LesserPANDA did not have active or passive shields for background rejec-
tion, therefore could be loaded on a 2 ton van easily as shown in Figure 2.5.
The van was transported to Hamaoka Nuclear Power Plant of Chubu Elec-
tric Power Co., Inc. in March 2011. LesserPANDA started operation for
antineutrino measurement by the reactor building of Unit 3 (3.3 GWth) at
the distance of 39.8 m from the reactor core (Figure 2.6).
Although we could not complete this plan because of the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake o the Pacic coast of Japan, the background data could be
taken for two months and the ability of unmanned operation outside of the
reactor building was shown [65].
2.4.2 Prototype II : PANDA36
After the measurement at Hamaoka Nuclear Power Plant using Lesser-
PANDA, we started development of the second prototype PANDA36. It
consisted of 36 (66) plastic scintillator bars which weighed about 360 kg
in total (Figure 2.7). PANDA36 was developed based on LesserPANDA
with several improvements on both the hardware and the software. The im-
provements included development of FPGA for the data acquisition system,
which enabled more complex trigger selection.
In November 2011, PANDA36 was loaded on a van and transported to
Ohi Power Station of Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc (Figure 2.8). PANDA36
was deployed near the reactor building of Unit 2, which has 3.4 GWth output
(Figure 2.9). The distance between PANDA36 and the reactor core was
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Figure 2.4: The rst prototype (LesserPANDA) : LesserPANDA consisted
of 16 modules.
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Figure 2.5: LesserPANDA being loaded on a van
Figure 2.6: LesserPANDA deployed at Hamaoka Nuclear Power Plant
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35.9 m as shown in Figure 2.10, and the measurement had been operated for
about two months till January 2012. Neutrino data were taken for 28 days
until the shutdown of Unit 2 on December 16th, and then background data
were taken for 33 days after the shutdown.
After subtraction of background period, the neutrino ux of 21.8  11.4
events per day ( 2 ) was observed during the reactor operation period. It
was the rst result which succeeded in antineutrino detection using a small
antineutrino detector from aboveground surface outside of reactor build-
ings [66].
Figure 2.7: The second prototype PANDA36 consisted of 36 modules.
2.5 Analysis of radiation bursts
Not only antineutrinos, PANDA36 detected some interesting ux enhance-
ments during the measurement at Ohi Power Plant [2]. These enhancements
seemed to be related to thunderclouds.
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Figure 2.8: PANDA36 loaded on a 2 ton van before transportation to Ohi
Power Station
2.5.1 Detection of radiation enhancements at Ohi
Three candidates of radiation bursts were found in the data taken at Ohi
Power Station for two months from November 2011 to January 2012. Since
these bursts were observed in coincidence with existence of thunderclouds,
they were considered to be radiation bursts associated with winter thunder-
clouds. The duration of these bursts were 60 to 180 seconds and the energy
spectra extended up to 15 MeV, which were in good agreement with the
radiation bursts related to winter thunderclouds previously observed in the
coastal area of the Sea of Japan [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
2.5.2 Source and arrival direction of bursts
Monte Carlo simulation was performed in order to determine the energy and
height of possible monochromatic electron sources in thunderclouds which
could well reproduce the observed energy spectra. The simulation result
showed that the most likely monochromatic energy of runaway electrons at
the source was 16 MeV and the height of the source were 400 to 1000 m
22
Figure 2.9: PANDA36 at Ohi Power Station
Figure 2.10: Distance between PANDA36 and the reactor core
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for three observed bursts. The energy spectra reproduced by the simulation
were in good agreement with the observed spectra.
In addition, the arrival direction of the bursts was analyzed. The com-
parison with the simulated spectra of gamma-rays isotropically shot to
PANDA36 and the analysis of Compton scattering taking advantage of the
geometric information of energy deposit indicated that the radiation bursts
arrived from upward direction close to the zenith and the direction stayed
constant during the burst period lasting for 60 - 180 minutes.
2.5.3 Neutron detection in bursts
In PANDA36, an incident neutron loses energy by multiple scattering with
protons in the plastic scintillator and several gamma-rays of the total en-
ergy of approximately 8 MeV are emitted when captured by gadolinium
after thermalization. Therefore, neutrons can be detected using the delayed
coincidence method in the same way as the antineutrino detection described
in 2.3.3.
As a result of the delayed coincidence analysis, a signicant neutron ux
of 14  5 events per seconds were observed during one of three radiation
bursts.
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Chapter 3
Development of PANDA64
3.1 Detector of PANDA64
As the third prototype of PANDA project, PANDA64 was developed in
2012 (Figure 3.1). PANDA64 consists of 64 (8  8) modules and is the
nal prototype for development of the full-size detector PANDA100 (10 
10 modules).
PANDA64 has some improvements compared to the former prototypes,
LesserPANDA and PANDA36. The framework of the detector was designed
based on the strength recalculation of each aluminum frames. In addition,
20 cm-thick water shield was installed on all sides of the detector in order
to reduce the number of fast neutrons which were the primary background
events of the measurement at Ohi Power Station. PANDA64 was designed
to be loaded on a 12 feet container along with the water shield as shown in
Figure 3.2.
3.2 Data acquisition system of PANDA64
The data acquisition system of PANDA64 was developed based on that
of PANDA36. In order to take coincidence of trigger signals among 128
PMTs, two FPGA boards were developed using CAEN V1495. These newly
developed FPGAs can take coincidence among up to 256 signals, therefore
could be used for PANDA100 in the future without redesign.
The schematic view and the components of the data acquisition system
are shown in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1 respectively. The high voltage supplied
25
Figure 3.1: The third prototype PANDA64 consists of 64 modules. Red
circle shows a slit for calibration sources.
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Figure 3.2: PANDA64 and water shield loaded on a 12 feet container
to PMTs (Hamamatsu Photonics H6410) by Matsusada HARb-3*200 are
divided by appropriate resistances to have similar gain values for each PMT.
The signal obtained from a PMT is split into two signals (0.16:0.84) by a
signal divider. The smaller signal (16% of the PMT output) is sent to 32ch
charge ADC (CAEN V792) through a 30 m cable which enables 150 ns
delay. The other larger signal (84% of the PMT output) is sent to 16ch
discriminator (CAEN V895) through a 7 m cable, and then the signals
higher than the threshold of discriminators are sent to two FPGA boards
(CAEN V1495). The FPGAs take coincidence with the left and right PMTs
of each module at rst, and take coincidence again among all 64 modules to
calculate the number of modules triggered at the same time. After applying
the trigger condition, a gate signal of 400 ns width is generated in the FPGA
and sent to ADCs before the delayed PMT signals arrive at ADC. ADCs
convert analog PMT signals to digital outputs of 0 to 4095 channels and
transfer them to the PC. Data are recorded as binary ROOT les.
The measurement program was also modied to deal with the high trig-
ger rate due to the larger target size. The second prototype PANDA36 had
a problem with the speed of data acquisition because of high trigger rate.
Therefore the strict trigger condition was applied to PANDA36, which was
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'gate signals are triggered when two or more modules of inner 16 modules
have simultaneous signals'. However, PANDA64 cannot deal with the in-
creasing trigger rate caused by the larger target size even if applying the
same strict condition using inner 36 modules.
To reduce the size of the data transferred between ADC and PC, zero
suppression was applied to the output of ADC. Zero suppression ignores
signals with the energy deposit smaller than a constant threshold to enable
fast transfer speed. By using water shield (described in 3.1) and ADC zero
suppression simultaneously, data can be taken with the most relaxed trigger
condition, which is 'gate signals are triggered when one or more modules of
all 64 modules have energy deposits'.
Figure 3.3: Schematic view of data acquisition system for PANDA64
3.3 Performance of PANDA64 and prospects of
reactor monitoring
The performance of antineutrino detection by PANDA64 is expected to be-
come remarkably better than PANDA36 due to installation of the water
shield and ADC zero suppression. The detection eciency of inverse  de-
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Table 3.1: List of the components of PANDA64 data acquisition system
DAQ components Model
3 kV high voltage power supply Matsusada Precision HARb-3*200
General purpose VME board FPGA CAEN V1495
-Piggyback of V1495 CAEN A395A, A395C
16ch leading edge discriminator CAEN V895
32ch multievent QDC CAEN V792
24ch delay cable box (150ns) custom-made
by REPIC CORPORATION
cay was 3.15 % for PANDA36, which will improve up to 9.11 % for PANDA64
when the most relaxed trigger condition is applied (Table 3.2). The most re-
laxed trigger condition means that a gate signal from the FPGA is generated
when one or more modules of all 64 modules are triggered.
Assuming the condition of the measurement at Ohi Power Station in
2011, i.e. deployed at the surface outside the building at 35.9 m away from
the reactor core whose thermal output is 3.4 GWth, PANDA64 is expected
to be capable of detecting the change in antineutrino ux between reactor
operation period and shutdown period with the signicance of 3  in less
than respectively 5 days of both periods.
The development of PANDA64 has already been completed and we are
ready for the next antineutrino measurement in order to proceed to the next
step of reactor monitoring.
Table 3.2: Eciency corresponding to each prototype and trigger condition
Prototype Trigger condition Eciency
PANDA36 2 or more of inner 16 modules (strict) 3.15 %
PANDA64 2 or more of inner 36 modules (strict) 6.21 %
PANDA64 1 or more of all 64 modules (relaxed) 9.11 %
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Chapter 4
Measurement at Norikura
Observatory
Although PANDA prototypes have been developed for the purpose of re-
actor monitoring, PANDA also have sucient ability to observe radiation
bursts associated with thunderclouds as described in 2.5. In order to carry
out further observational study of thundercloud radiation bursts, the third
prototype PANDA64 was deployed at Norikura Observatory of the Institute
for Cosmic Ray Research, the University of Tokyo in 2014.
4.1 Setup for mountaintop experiment
4.1.1 Detector settings
The water shield should not be installed around the detector for observa-
tion of radiation bursts related to thunderclouds at the mountaintop. It is
because neutrons could be also an important target of the measurement, al-
though they are considered to be the primary background events for reactor
monitoring. Without 20 cm-thick water shield, PANDA64 can be loaded on
a 2 ton van (Figure 4.1) and transported easily to the mountaintop obser-
vatory.
4.1.2 Electric eld sensor
Some previous observations showed that the radiation bursts associated with
thunderclouds are related to sudden uctuation of electric eld in the at-
mosphere from negative to positive or reverse direction. To investigate the
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Figure 4.1: PANDA64 loaded on a van without water shield
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correlation of radiation bursts and electric eld, the electric eld around the
detector was recorded using a eld mill (BOLTEK EFM-100). Negative elec-
tric eld means the eld where negatively charged particles are accelerated
downward from thunderclouds to ground surface.
The measurement range of the eld mill was set from  100 kV/m to
100 kV/m with the resolution of 50 V/m. Data were taken every second by
a data logger (HIOKI E.E. CORPORATION LR8401) with output voltage
between  20 V and 20 V.
4.1.3 Light sensor for lightning detection
It is also useful to investigate the correlation between lightning discharges
and radiation bursts. A light sensor was developed using Si PIN photodi-
odes (Hamamatsu Photonics S1722-02) for lightning detection, which can
extend the pulse signal of lightning to more than one second. It was con-
nected to the data logger and the output voltage was monitored every second
simultaneously with the electric eld.
4.2 Conguration of data acquisition system
Water shields were not installed for the experiment at Norikura Observatory
in order to detect as many neutron events as possible, which resulted in quite
high trigger rate. On the other hand, charged particles such as electrons were
expected to deposit most of their energy at outer modules where they pass
rst. It means that the strict trigger condition, e.g. 'two or more of inner
modules have energy deposit simultaneously' applied to PANDA36, is not
appropriate for electron detection.
Although the speed of the data acquisition drastically improved com-
pared to PANDA36, we still had to maintain the trigger rate without water
shield because the maximal trigger rate of PANDA64 for stable data acqui-
sition with less than 10 % of dead time is approximately 13 kHz. Otherwise,
the trigger rate increases up to 30 kHz without the water shield when the
most relaxed trigger condition 'one or more modules have energy deposit' is
applied.
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Therefore, the threshold of discriminators (CAEN V895) was raised in
order to deal with such high trigger rate. A signal from a PMT is split
into two (0.16:0.84) by a signal divider and the smaller signal is sent to a
discriminator which have a congurable threshold value. Because it was the
catalogue value of the minimum threshold, 15mV was used for antineutrino
measurement by PANDA36 to detect as lower energy deposit as possible.
By raising this threshold, the trigger rate can be suppressed to a stable level
even if the most relaxed trigger condition is applied.
Consequently, the threshold of discriminators was set to 150 mV for the
measurement at Norikura Observatory taking the possibility into account
that the trigger rate would increase during the burst period. This threshold
could suppress the trigger rate to less than 7 kHz at the mountaintop and
thus enabled the stable data acquisition. This threshold corresponded to the
energy deposit of about 900 keV gamma-rays which hit on the far edge of
the plastic scintillator. It means that an event which one or more modules
had energy deposit of more than 1 MeV could trigger a gate signal without
being ignored by discriminators.
4.3 Installation of PANDA64 at Norikura Obser-
vatory
4.3.1 Norikura Observatory
Norikura Observatory located in Gifu Prefecture in Japan is an experimental
facility belonging to the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), the
University of Tokyo. It stands at the top of Mt. Norikura (36'06 N, 137'33 E)
and the altitude is 2,770 m above sea level (Figure 4.2). The observatory is
open only in summer from July till the end of September. Radiation bursts
related to thunderclouds were previously observed at this observatory by
several Japanese groups in 2000s as described in 1.2.2.
PANDA64 loaded on a van was transported to Norikura Observatory on
7 July 2014 and deployed at approximately 20 m away from the building
(Figure 4.3). The AC power supply and the network were provided by
Norikura Observatory via the cables buried under the ground.
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Figure 4.2: Norikura Observatory located at Mt. Norikura (2,770 m above
sea level)
Figure 4.3: Deployment of PANDA64 and the eld mill
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4.3.2 Setup for measurement
Immediately after PANDA64 arrived at Norikura Observatory, the setup
for measurement was carried out. The power supply cable and the network
cable were laid under the ground between the van and the building, the eld
mill was installed at approximately 10 m away from the detector, while the
light sensor was put on the roof of the driver's seat of the van (Figure 4.4).
All the preparation for the measurement were completed in 5 hours even
though it was windy and rainy.
The observation period was 30 days from July 7th to August 5th, 23 days
from August 20th to September 11th and 12 days from September 16th
to 27th. The total measurement period except for some test periods was
54 days. Two-week suspension of the measurement from August 6th was
the closure period of the observatory, and 4 days suspension from September
12th was due to the scheduled periodic inspection of the van. Except for
several visits to the observatory about once a week to change the HDD for
data collection, the observation was done under unmanned operation.
Figure 4.4: Field mill (left) and light sensor (right)
4.4 Detector monitoring
During the unmanned operation at Norikura Observatory, the status of the
surroundings and a part of the output data were sent to Tokyo and moni-
tored all the time.
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4.4.1 Monitoring of temperature and humidity
Several thermometers and a hygrometer were set around the detector to
know the surrounding environment of the detector and the data acquisition
system. Four thermometers were attached in the van (near the rear door,
near the front door, front and back side of VME crate), and one thermometer
was attached out of the van (under the body). The hygrometer was set near
the rear door in the van.
They were connected to the data logger, and temperature and humidity
taken around PANDA64 were recorded every 10 seconds (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Monitoring of temperature and humidity around PANDA64
4.4.2 Monitoring of high voltage power supply
Output signals of a PMT uctuates corresponding to slight variation of the
supplied high voltage. The high voltage power supply (Matsusada Precision
HARb-3*200) is equipped with output terminals to monitor its voltage and
current. Temporal variation of the voltage and current were monitored every
10 seconds through the data logger (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Monitoring of high voltage power supply
4.4.3 ADC output
Stability of the output from ADC was also monitored. In PANDA64's data
acquisition system, the pedestal values of 128 PMTs are measured every
time before taking each data le. The pedestal values (the peak position
and the width) were monitored for each le which is usually created every
2 or 3 minutes. The output signals of ADCs were also monitored after
pedestals were subtracted. An example of ADC monitoring is shown in
Figure 4.7.
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Chapter 5
Preparation for data analysis
Before analyzing data taken at Norikura Observatory, calibration and gain
correction were performed for each PMT and module. Furthermore, various
threshold values of ADC zero suppression and discriminators were unied
among all PMTs in order to apply common threshold values to each PMT.
A common constant value was also determined for the high energy threshold
which causes overow of ADCs.
5.1 Calibration
5.1.1 Light propagation model
The scintillation light on plastic scintillator is considered to consist of two
components based on a simple light propagation model. In this model, one
of the components of the scintillation light repeats total reection on the
surface of the plastic scintillator and reaches a PMT without attenuation.
The other component reects on the aluminized mylar lm and loses energy
at every reection. This light propagation model can be described as the
equation 5.1 using two parameters, the ratio of attenuation component d
and the attenuation length of scintillation light l [mm].
LPMT = Lemitted((1  d) + d exp ( x=l)) (5.1)
In this equation, LPMT is the light intensity observed on a PMT, Lemitted
is the original light intensity at the point of scintillation, and x [mm] is the
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distance between the point of scintillation and the PMT.
In addition, two parameters a and b were assumed to describe the reso-
lution  of each PMT signal. The equation of evaluating  is:
 =
p
a2LPMT + b2 (5.2)
, where a [
p
keV] is the parameter corresponding to the statistical error of
the number of photoelectrons, and b [keV] is the parameter corresponding
to all other systematic errors such as the electric noise on the PMT.
A signal reaching PMT is converted to a digital signal by ADC. When
converting ADC signal [ch] to energy [keV], the parameter width [keV/ch]
of each PMT is applied. Calibration was performed to determine these
parameters using 60Co source.
5.1.2 Calibration using 60Co source
PANDA64 has slits of 1 cm width at three positions on every 2 layers of
modules (Figure 3.1) so that 60Co source can be set neighboring all 64
modules. The three positions of each layer are the center of the plastic
scintillator (C) and 5 cm from the both ends of plastic scintillator (L and R).
The t range was adjusted for each three positions of the source (L/C/R)
to include the position of the Compton edge of gamma-rays of 1.17 MeV
and 1.33 MeV emitted by 60Co. The calibration data were taken at the
parking near Hongo Campus of the University of Tokyo on July 2nd before
transportation to Norikura Observatory.
The procedure of the calibration was as follows. Firstly, the Gaussian
function was tted to the data taken by random timing gate signals by
the least chi-square method and the b parameter of each ADC channel was
estimated by the t result. Then the simulated ADC values of each PMT for
three dierent 60Co source positions (L/C/R) were tted to the measured
calibration data in order to determine the parameters l and d of the module.
Simultaneously, the parameter a, b and width are tted in the tting process.
An example of the calibration tting results are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: An example of calibration results (PMT-01L and PMT-01R)
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5.2 Gain stability
The parameter width determined by calibration was not always constant,
varying slightly in association with several factors (Figure 5.2). To correct
the temporal variation of width, cosmic muons penetrating through the
detector were utilized.
When the cosmic muon events penetrating through PANDA64 were col-
lected, a bump appears on the spectrum at the high energy range of ADC
output. The peak position of muon bumps are determined every hour by
the least chi-square method and compared with the reference data. The ref-
erence was taken at the same time when the calibration data of 60Co were
taken near Hongo Campus to gain the relative values. The relative gain
t values were then applied to the parameter width when it was used for
calculation of ADC output.
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Figure 5.2: An example of relative gain values (PMT-01L - PMT-05R)
5.3 Software cuts
5.3.1 Cut-o energy of ADC zero suppression
As described in 3.2, zero suppression of ADC was applied to this measure-
ment in order to reduce the size of the data transferred from the ADCs to
the PC. The threshold of zero suppression was set to the value corresponding
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to 3  from the peak of the pedestal. If ADC output is below this threshold,
the energy deposit is regarded as zero.
The cut-o energy of a PMT suppressed to zero varies among 128 PMTs
because it depends on the parameter width and the  of the pedestal tting.
To set the common threshold value for all the PMTs, the highest cut-o
energy was used as the standard value and the common threshold was xed
to 60 keV.
This value was used as the software cut of the analysis and used for both
the measurement and the simulation data. If the left and/or right PMT
signals (El, Er) of a module are below 60 keV, the energy deposit of the
module is calculated as zero.
5.3.2 Threshold of discriminators
Eight 16ch discriminators (CAEN V895) are used for the data acquisition
of PANDA64. The discriminators send trigger signals if the input signal ex-
ceeds a threshold voltage. The threshold value can be changed by users and
was set to 150 mV for the mountaintop experiment at Norikura Observatory
as described in 4.2.
The energy corresponding to the discriminator threshold of 150 mV dif-
fers among each PMT. Therefore the common threshold 400keV was used
for the software cut selection. The value 400 keV was determined based on
the highest cut-o energy among 128 PMTs and corresponds to the energy
deposit of approximately 900 keV on the far end of the module. When both
El and Er of a module exceed this threshold energy, the trigger signal is
turned on and a gate signal is sent to ADC for data acquisition.
5.3.3 Overow value of ADC
Finally the software cut for overow energy of ADCs was determined. The
ADCs (CAEN V792) record the output signals of PMTs as channels of 0 to
4095, and the lowest energy which cause an overow (> 4095 [ch]) of ADC
diers depending mainly on the parameter width. Therefore, the common
overow energy was set to 12 MeV for all PMTs. This energy corresponds
to the energy of 20MeV incident around the center of the module. If El
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and/or Er of a module are higher than 12 MeV, it is regarded as an overow
module even if they are not actually overow. The events which include one
or more overow modules are usually ignored in following analysis because
the correct energy cannot be calculated.
All software cuts described above are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Software cuts applied to the data
Cut name Software cut Response of the cut
ADC zero suppression El or Er < 60 keV Calculated as E = 0
Discriminator threshold El and Er  400 keV Trigger signal ON
ADC overow El or Er > 12 MeV Overow signal ON
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Chapter 6
Detection of radiation bursts
6.1 Search for burst candidates
All data taken at Norikura Observatory during measurement period were
converted to event les for analysis after the software cuts shown in Ta-
ble 5.1 were applied. Each event data consisted of energy, position of energy
deposits on each module and time of the event. The total energy deposit
of all modules was hereafter called Etot, as well as the energy deposit by
the most energetic module was called E1st and the second was called E2nd.
Events which included one or more overow modules were excluded from
the analysis because accurate Etot could not be calculated.
6.1.1 Count rate enhancements
In order to search for signal enhancements related to thunderclouds, all data
taken during measurement period were divided into 30-second time blocks
at rst, and the time blocks whose count rate exceeded a reference level
signicantly by more than 5  were collected. The energy range of the
count rate was set to 3 - 100 MeV in order to reject the eect of rain fallout
of radon and its daughter ions (218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi) which emit gamma-
rays of < 2.5 MeV [67]. The lower threshold of 3 MeV also improved S/N
ratio by rejecting environmental gamma-rays up to 2.6 MeV emitted from
208Tl.
The reference count rate was dened as the mean count rate of 120
minutes, 20 - 80 minutes prior and posterior to each 30-second block. Then
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the signal enhancements of 5  signicance continuing for more than one
minute, which was equivalent to two or more consecutive 30-second blocks,
were collected as radiation burst candidates.
Under this condition, 12 signicant signal enhancements were found (Ta-
ble 6.1). Each burst was named such as \burst20140708-1". Figure 6.1 - 6.4
show the count rate of some 30-second time blocks exceeded 5  range in
each burst period. In order to pick up shorter radiation bursts which lasted
for less than one minute, signal enhancements which had three or more
consecutive 10-second time blocks of more than 3  signicance were also
searched, but no candidate was found under this condition except for the
burst candidates found above.
The burst period of each candidate was dened based on 30-second time
blocks exceeding the reference count rate signicantly by 3 . At rst,
consecutive 30-second time blocks exceeding 3  signicance around the
peak of the count rate enhancement were preset as a burst period. If other
consecutive time blocks exceeding 3  signicance came within 5 minutes
before or after the predened burst period, they were also regarded as the
same burst period. In case that multiple peaks of 5  came within a short
time interval which could not be divided easily, e.g. burst20140823-1, a burst
period which included all the containing peaks was applied to the burst.
The background period of each burst was dened as half an hour between
5 - 35 minutes either prior or posterior to the burst period, which was chosen
based on stability of the baseline. The background periods are also shown
in Figure 6.1 - 6.4.
Some bursts had relatively symmetric peaks, while other bursts were
asymmetric. The dierence of burst shapes might be attributed to the dis-
tribution of electric charges inside thunderclouds or stability of the accel-
eration region, although the actual factor could not be identied by this
experiment.
6.1.2 Temporal variation of multiple energy ranges
Temporal variation of the count rate of 12 burst candidates are plotted
in Figure 6.5 - 6.16. Each gure consists of several energy ranges of 3 -
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Figure 6.1: Denition of burst20140708-1, burst20140718-1 and
burst20140719-1; 30-second temporal variation of count rate of 3 - 100 MeV
(red markers with 1  statistical error bars); burst (yellow) and background
(gray) periods; 5  range against reference count rate (blue shadow zone);
mean count rate of background period (green solid line)
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Figure 6.2: Same as Figure 6.1 but for burst20140731-1, burst20140822-1
and burst20140823-1
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Figure 6.3: Same as Figure 6.1 but for burst20140826-1, burst20140830-1
and burst20140830-2
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Figure 6.4: Same as Figure 6.1 but for burst20140905-1, burst20140905-2
and burst20140905-3
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Table 6.1: Candidates of radiation bursts and the duration of signal en-
hancements
Name Date Burst start Burst end Duration
burst20140708-1 2014-07-08 18:26:30 JST 18:36:30 JST 10.0 min
burst20140718-1 2014-07-18 15:02:30 JST 15:06:30 JST 4.0 min
burst20140719-1 2014-07-19 13:54:00 JST 14:08:30 JST 14.5 min
burst20140731-1 2014-07-31 18:33:30 JST 18:36:30 JST 3.0 min
burst20140822-1 2014-08-22 17:02:00 JST 17:11:00 JST 9.0 min
burst20140823-1 2014-08-23 01:47:00 JST 02:02:00 JST 15.0 min
burst20140826-1 2014-08-26 14:03:00 JST 14:21:00 JST 18.0 min
burst20140830-1 2014-08-30 16:16:30 JST 16:21:00 JST 4.5 min
burst20140830-2 2014-08-30 17:32:00 JST 17:43:30 JST 11.5 min
burst20140905-1 2014-09-05 10:09:30 JST 10:14:30 JST 5.0 min
burst20140905-2 2014-09-05 12:35:30 JST 12:42:30 JST 7.0 min
burst20140905-3 2014-09-05 13:03:30 JST 13:06:30 JST 3.0 min
100 MeV, 3 - 5 MeV, 5 - 10 MeV, 10 - 20 MeV, 20 - 40 MeV, 40 - 100 MeV,
as well as the total count rate of all energy ranges below 100 MeV (0 -
100 MeV). The 0 - 100 MeV count rate of 12 burst candidates showed
typical gradual increase (or sometimes decrease) caused by rain fallout of
radon and its daughter nuclei.
On the other hand, the count rates of above 3 MeV range (3 - 100 MeV)
showed dierent kind of short term enhancements which lasted for a few to
ten minutes. Since the baseline of this range did not show clear temporal
variation coinciding with the 0 - 100 MeV range, enhancements of the 3 -
100 MeV range did not seem to be caused by rain fallout. In addition,
some burst candidates such as burst20140823-1 showed clear enhancements
in the 10 - 20 MeV or higher energy ranges. Such enhancements in high
energy ranges strongly suggest that they were radiation bursts related to
thundercloud activities as observed by several previous experiments at the
top of mountains or in coastal areas of the Sea of Japan.
The mean count rate enhancement and the maximal enhancement of 30-
second count rate during burst periods (background subtracted) are shown
in Table 6.2 along with the total count and its statistical signicance. The
most statistically signicant burst was burst20140823-1, the second was
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burst20140905-2 and the third was burst20140731-1.
Table 6.2: Peak and mean 3 - 100 MeV count rate, total count and sta-
tistical signicance of the total count (background subtracted) of 12 burst
candidates
Burst name Peak rate Mean rate Total count Signicance
[/sec] [/sec] (103) []
burst20140708-1 38:0 5:4 23:1 1:4 12:95 0:77 16.8
burst20140718-1 43:9 5:8 26:3 2:0 5:79 0:45 13.0
burst20140719-1 35:3 5:6 15:8 1:2 12:42 0:96 12.9
burst20140731-1 113:4 5:6 48:0 2:3 7:94 0:39 20.6
burst20140822-1 31:0 5:4 22:1 1:4 11:10 0:72 15.4
burst20140823-1 195:3 6:3 62:2 1:2 51:65 1:02 50.8
burst20140826-1 34:8 5:8 15:2 1:2 14:54 1:12 13.0
burst20140830-1 45:0 5:5 33:7 2:0 8:22 0:48 17.1
burst20140830-2 32:5 5:6 20:6 1:4 12:65 0:83 15.2
burst20140905-1 58:9 5:6 34:7 1:9 9:49 0:51 18.7
burst20140905-2 97:0 5:9 64:8 1:6 24:70 0:62 39.6
burst20140905-3 68:2 5:7 43:9 2:4 7:02 0:38 18.5
6.2 Correlation with thunder information
To investigate the correlation between observed radiation bursts and thun-
derclouds, thunder information were utilized.
6.2.1 Thunder Nowcast (Japan Meteorological Agency)
Thunder Nowcast is an online service provided by Japan Meteorological
Agency [1]. It updates information of thunder activities in and around Japan
every 10 minutes on its website. The data of Thunder Nowcast are provided
based on analysis of lightning detection by their thunder monitoring systems
and cloud observation by their meteorological radars. Levels corresponding
to the intensity of thunder activities and the possibility of lightning strikes
are shown in each grid of 1 km on the map.
The levels of thunder activities used in Thunder Nowcast are shown in
Table 6.3. Level 1 corresponds to the status that there is a possibility of a
lightning strike although it is not currently occurring. In Level 2, a lightning
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Figure 6.5: 30-second temporal variation of count rates in multiple energy
ranges (burst20140708-1)
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Figure 6.6: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140718-1
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Figure 6.7: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140719-1
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Figure 6.8: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140731-1
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Figure 6.9: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140822-1
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Figure 6.10: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140823-1
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Figure 6.11: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140826-1
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Figure 6.12: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140830-1
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Figure 6.13: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140830-2
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Figure 6.14: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140905-1
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Figure 6.15: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140905-2
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Figure 6.16: Same as Figure 6.5 but for burst20140905-3
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is being seen or heard and/or there is a high possibility of a lightning strike.
Level 3 and 4 mean that there is a lightning strike. Level 2 - 4 are decided
by the thunder monitoring systems, while Level 1 and 2 are decided by the
meteorological radars. Level 0 was dened by us in order to represent the
status that no thunder activity level was shown, which would mean that
thundercloud activity is not being observed.
The highest level of Thunder Nowcast in 5 km  5 km grids surrounding
Norikura Observatory (36'06 N, 137'33 E) recorded in less than 20 minutes
from each burst period is shown in Table 6.4. Figure 6.17 - 6.18 are the
images of Thunder Nowcast corresponding to 12 bursts. These images were
obtained from Thunder Nowcast [1] and edited properly.
We dened a continuous period in which one or more grids in 5 km 
5 km around Norikura Observatory showed levels of  Level X (X=1,2,3,4)
as a \thunderstorm ( Level X)". Under this denition, \thunderstorms (
Level 1)" were recorded 121 times in 54 days of the measurement period at
Norikura Observatory. The total number of Thunder Nowcast data which
recorded Level 1 or higher around Norikura Observatory every 10 minutes
was 859. Thus, the mean duration of \thunderstorms ( Level 1)" was
71 minutes. All 12 bursts were observed during these \thunderstorms (
Level 1)", which strongly suggested that they were radiation bursts related
to thunderclouds.
On the other hand, \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" were recorded only 8
times in 54 days. The total number of Thunder Nowcast data which recorded
Level 2 or higher was 28 during the measurement period and the mean
duration of \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" was 35 minutes. Interestingly, 8
of 12 bursts were observed within 20 minutes from these \thunderstorm (
Level 2)" periods. Thus, all of 8 \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" might be
correlated to radiation bursts.
6.2.2 Thunder Information (Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.)
In addition to Thunder Nowcast, \Thunder Information" provided by Chubu
Electric Power Co., Inc. was also investigated for reference [3]. It provides
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Table 6.3: Thunder activity levels of Thunder Nowcast [1]
Level Color Status
(0) Gray (Thundercloud activity is not being observed.)
1 Yellow There is a possibility of a lightning strike
although it is not currently occurring.
2 Orange A lightning is being seen or heard.
There is a high possibility of a lightning strike.
3 Red There is a lightning strike.
4 Purple A large number of lightning strikes are occurring.
Table 6.4: Highest levels of Thunder Nowcast by Japan Meteorological
Agency recorded in 5 km  5 km grids within 20 minutes from burst pe-
riods and highest levels of Thunder Information by Chubu Electric Power
Co., Inc. recorded in 15 km  15 km grids within 10 minutes from burst
periods
Burst Thunder Nowcast Thunder Information
burst20140708-1 Level 3 Level 3
burst20140718-1 Level 1 Level 0
burst20140719-1 Level 2 Level 2
burst20140731-1 Level 3 Level 3
burst20140822-1 Level 1 Level 0
burst20140823-1 Level 2 Level 2
burst20140826-1 Level 2 Level 0
burst20140830-1 Level 3 Level 2
burst20140830-2 Level 1 Level 0
burst20140905-1 Level 1 Level 0
burst20140905-2 Level 2 Level 1
burst20140905-3 Level 2 Level 2
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(a) 2014/07/08 18:40 JST (b) 2014/07/18 15:10 JST
(c) 2014/07/19 13:50 JST (d) 2014/07/31 18:40 JST
(e) 2014/08/22 17:00 JST (f) 2014/08/23 02:00 JST
Figure 6.17: Images of Thunder Nowcast recorded around 6 bursts
(burst20140708-1 to burst20140823-1); These gures were obtained from [1]
and edited properly.
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(a) 2014/08/26 14:10 JST (b) 2014/08/30 16:30 JST
(c) 2014/08/30 17:40 JST (d) 2014/09/05 10:10 JST
(e) 2014/09/05 12:40 JST (f) 2014/09/05 13:00 JST
Figure 6.18: Images of Thunder Nowcast recorded around 6 bursts
(burst20140826-1 to burst20140905-3); These gures were obtained from [1]
and edited properly.
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the status of thundercloud activity of each grid of 5 km  5 km in 3 levels
every 3 minutes.
As shown in Table 6.5, Level 1 to 3 corresponds to thundercloud activ-
ity of weak, medium and strong status respectively. The level of Thunder
Information is decided by analyzing thundercloud status observed by meteo-
rological radars. However, it is noted that the level of thunder activity does
not necessarily match the actual occurrence of lightning discharges. In the
same manner as Thunder Nowcast, Level 0 was dened in order to represent
the status that no thunder activity level was shown.
Considering the grid scale and update frequency, the highest level of
Thunder Information in 3  3 grids which corresponded to 15 km  15 km
around Norikura Observatory recorded within 10 minutes from burst periods
were investigated. The results are shown in Table 6.4 along with the highest
levels of Thunder Nowcast.
Level 1 - 3 in one or more grids was recorded 51 times in 54 days of the
measurement period. \Thunderstorms  Level 1" were observed 15 times if
it was dened in the same manner as Thunder Nowcast. Six of them were
recorded within 10 minutes from burst periods of 7 bursts. All of these 7
bursts corresponded to Level 2 or higher of Thunder Nowcast.
Other 5 bursts were not in coincidence with Level 1 - 3 of Thunder
Information. The thundercloud activity was not observed by Thunder In-
formation in those burst periods probably due to relatively small scale of
thunderclouds. Those 5 bursts corresponded to Level 1 or 2 of Thunder
Nowcast as shown in Table 6.4. However, the result of Thunder Informa-
tion was basically complementary to the information obtained from Thunder
Nowcast.
Table 6.5: Thunder activity levels of Thunder Information [3]
Level Status
(0) (Thundercloud activity is not being observed.)
1 Thundercloud activity of weak status is being observed.
2 Thundercloud activity of medium status is being observed.
3 Thundercloud activity of strong status is being observed.
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6.3 Electric eld and lightning ashes
During the measurement at Norikura Observatory, a eld mill and a light
sensor had been installed around PANDA64 in order to measure electric eld
strength and detect lightning ashes respectively. The correlation between
thundercloud activity and radiation bursts were investigated by utilizing
these data.
6.3.1 Measurement period of eld mill and light sensor
The eld mill was installed at approximately 10 m from the van and mea-
sured electric eld strength every second as described in 4.1.2. The eld
mill took data successfully after August 20th 2014, whereas data could not
be taken during the rst half of the measurement period probably due to
poor connection of a cable. The electric eld strength was measured during
8 burst periods observed after August 20th 2014.
On the other hand, the light sensor was attached on the roof of the
driver's seat of the van and the output signal was recorded every second
by the data logger. The pulse signal of a lightning was extended to more
than one second and thus could be detected with the frequency of 1 Hz
as described in 4.1.3. However, the light sensor could not be operated in
most part of the measurement period due to frequent troubles caused by
strong rain storms. The light sensor could take data successfully only during
burst20140708-1 and burst20140830-1 in 12 burst periods.
Temporal variation of the light intensity and/or the electric eld are
plotted in Figure 6.19 - 6.21 along with 30-second temporal variation of 3 -
100 MeV count rate. Burst20140830-1 was the only burst which could be
observed along with both the light sensor and the eld mill data.
6.3.2 Electric eld and lightning ashes during bursts
Around the burst period of burst20140708-1, several lightning ashes were
repeatedly detected for more than 30 minutes with intervals of a few minutes
(Fugure 6.19a). Besides, a lightning ash was also detected during the burst
period of burst20140830-1 as shown in Fugure 6.20b.
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Figure 6.19: 30-second temporal variation of 3-100 MeV count rate (red),
light intensity (blue) and electric eld (green) around burst20140708-1,
burst20140822-1 and burst20140823-1
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Figure 6.20: Same as Figure 6.19 but for burst20140826-1, burst20140830-1
and burst20140830-2
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Figure 6.21: Same as Figure 6.19 but for burst20140905-1, burst20140905-2
and burst20140905-3
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The electric eld on the ground is stable around 0 kV/m while thunder-
clouds are not approaching. When dipole thunderclouds which have negative
charges in the bottom layer and positive charges in the upper layer come
close, the eld mill is expected to show positive value at rst in response to
the upper positive layer of the thundercloud. Then it is expected to turn to
negative value beneath the thunderclouds because of negative charges just
above the eld mill. When it come out of thunderclouds, the eld mill will
again turn to positive value temporarily before going back to the background
level of approximately 0 kV/m.
The electric eld was very unstable around the burst periods as shown
in the gures, which showed large uctuation from  36 kV/m (recorded in
burst20140905-2) to +53 kV/m (recorded in burst20140823-1). This result
strongly indicated that thunderclouds existed around the detector during the
burst periods. Negative electric elds lower than  10 kV/m were recorded
near the peaks of the burst periods, which might indicate that the lower
negative layer of thunderclouds existed above the detector.
When a lightning ash was observed during burst20140830-1, the electric
eld suddenly uctuated to positive direction in one second. It was suggested
that a lightning discharge occurred at that moment. The sudden uctuations
of electric eld observed in other bursts also seemed to be due to lightning
discharges although the light sensor data could not be taken.
6.4 Energy spectra of radiation bursts
6.4.1 Spectra observed at Norikura
Energy spectra of 12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory were ob-
tained from subtraction of the burst period (dened in Table 6.1) and the
corresponding background period. The energy spectra are shown in Fig-
ure 6.22 - 6.25 along with spectra of both burst and background periods
before subtraction. In the gures, arrows are drawn as the upper limits
of 95 % condence level when data points are below the graph region. It
should be noted that the energy spectrum of > 3 MeV range was drawn in
the gures because the reliability of the energy spectrum below 3 MeV was
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low due to rain fallout.
These energy spectra indicated that they decayed exponentially toward
high energy range. The energy spectra extend up to high energy especially
in burst20140823-1 and burst20140905-2, whose highest energy bins of 3 
signicance in logarithmic scale were 30 MeV.
6.4.2 Comparison with Ohi's energy spectra
We compared the energy spectra of 12 bursts observed at Norikura Ob-
servatory by PANDA64 and 3 bursts observed at Ohi Power Station by
PANDA36. The energy spectra of three bursts observed at Ohi extended
up to 15 MeV, 20 MeV and 20 MeV respectively [2] when plotted with
energy bins of 5 MeV width. With the same bin width, the energy spec-
tra obtained at Norikura had the maximum energies of 10 - 25 MeV. The
highest energy bin of 5 MeV width which had 5  signicance is shown in
Table 6.6 for each burst observed at Norikura and Ohi. While the energy
spectra of burst20140823-1 and burst20140905-2 extended up to 25 MeV,
some Norikura's bursts extended up to 10 MeV probably due to low statis-
tics.
We also compared the shape of the energy spectra. Each spectrum was
tted to an exponential function with the range of 3 - 15 MeV although
this was a rough assumption. The tted function was Rate[=sec=MeV] =
exp(c+ sEnergy[MeV]), where c was the constant and s was the slope of
exponential function.
The tting results of Norikura's and Ohi's bursts are shown in Fig-
ure 6.26 - 6.27 and listed in Table 6.6. The mean value of slope s, which
was corresponding to the intensity of high energy range, was  0:224 among
12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory, whereas it was  0:325 among
3 bursts observed at Ohi Power Station. The steepest slope of Norikura's
bursts (s =  0:263 for burst20140719-1 and burst20140731-1) was gentler
than the slopes of three Ohi's bursts. Assuming that the count rate of
3 MeV is 1, the count rate at 15 MeV becomes 0.068 with Norikura's slope
(s =  0:224) and 0.020 with Ohi's slope (s =  0:325).
Since PANDA36 deployed at Ohi Power Station and PANDA64 deployed
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Figure 6.22: Energy spectrum of burst20140708-1, burst20140718-1 and
burst20140719-1; (left) burst and background period; (right) burst period
(background subtracted); Error bars are statistical 1 .
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Figure 6.23: Same as Figure 6.22 but for burst20140731-1, burst20140822-1
and burst20140823-1
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Figure 6.24: Same as Figure 6.22 but for burst20140826-1, burst20140830-1
and burst20140830-2
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Figure 6.25: Same as Figure 6.22 but for burst20140905-1, burst20140905-2
and burst20140905-3
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at Norikura Observatory were basically identical detectors except for the
number of modules, they were considered not to have big dierence between
their detector response. Therefore, the dierence in the slopes of exponential
tting might indicate that the ratio of high energy component included in
radiation bursts would dier between two locations. In order to take the
detector response into account, a further investigation using Monte Carlo
simulation was performed in the next chapter to gure out the dierence of
the bursts.
Table 6.6: The highest energy of 5 MeV bin width with 5 signicance
and the result of exponential tting (Rate[=sec=MeV] = exp(c + s 
Energy[MeV])) of the energy spectra observed at Norikura Observatory and
Ohi Power Station
Location Burst Energy c s 2=dof
Norikura 20140708-1 15 MeV 2:00 0:17  0:189 0:022 8.5/10
Norikura 20140718-1 10 MeV 2:53 0:20  0:242 0:030 7.6/10
Norikura 20140719-1 10 MeV 2:10 0:21  0:263 0:033 14.0/10
Norikura 20140731-1 15 MeV 3:26 0:13  0:263 0:020 7.4/10
Norikura 20140822-1 15 MeV 2:01 0:18  0:194 0:023 18.1/10
Norikura 20140823-1 25 MeV 3:44 0:05  0:250 0:008 18.0/10
Norikura 20140826-1 10 MeV 1:75 0:19  0:215 0:026 13.8/10
Norikura 20140830-1 20 MeV 2:31 0:16  0:178 0:020 10.0/10
Norikura 20140830-2 15 MeV 2:05 0:17  0:215 0:023 15.1/10
Norikura 20140905-1 15 MeV 2:57 0:13  0:207 0:017 17.7/10
Norikura 20140905-2 25 MeV 3:35 0:07  0:231 0:009 11.9/10
Norikura 20140905-3 15 MeV 3:03 0:14  0:243 0:020 12.3/10
Ohi 20111225 15 MeV 3:74 0:04  0:305 0:007 11.8/10
Ohi 20120102 20 MeV 4:82 0:03  0:306 0:005 15.4/10
Ohi 20120105 20 MeV 4:59 0:03  0:365 0:004 6.9/10
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Figure 6.26: Examples of exponential tting of energy spectra observed at
Norikura Observatory
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Figure 6.27: Exponential tting of energy spectra observed at Ohi Power
Station: These spectra were obtained from [2] and the bin width was changed
properly.
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Chapter 7
Runaway electron source
estimation
The radiation bursts observed at Norikura Observatory seemed to be caused
by an avalanche-type multiplication process of runaway electrons. Runaway
electron sources lying in thunderclouds were investigated in order to under-
stand the generation process of radiation bursts. A Monte Carlo simulation
was performed using Geant4 simulation toolkit [68] to estimate the position
and energy of runaway electrons in the air which were the most likely to
cause the observed bursts.
7.1 Monte Carlo simulation of electron accelera-
tion in electric eld
7.1.1 Simulation setup of electron acceleration
To investigate the angular distribution of runaway electrons at the end of
acceleration region, a Monte Carlo simulation of electron acceleration was
performed using Geant4 toolkit. In the simulation, seed electrons of 1 MeV
were injected vertically downward from the upper end of the uniform accel-
eration region which had appropriate electric eld. In the electric eld, a
part of the seed electrons were accelerated downward producing a large num-
ber of knock-on electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. Figure 7.1 shows an
example of the simulation.
At the lower end of the acceleration region, the zenith angular distri-
bution of runaway electrons was obtained. The electric eld was set to
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320 kV/m and 500 kV/m with vertical length of 500 - 2000 m and 50 -
200 m respectively. The atmospheric density was set to the value at sea
level.
Figure 7.1: Monte Carlo simulation of electron acceleration in electric eld;
An electron was accelerated downward in 200 m electric eld of 500 kV/m;
Trajectories of only electrons (red) are shown. Each axis corresponds to
100 m.
7.1.2 Simulated angular distribution of runaway electrons
The zenith angular distribution of runaway electrons with the energy of
> 10 MeV are shown in Figure 7.2 for each electric eld and acceleration
length. Although the angular distribution diered depending on the electric
eld and the length of acceleration region, 90 - 95 % of runaway electrons
with energy of > 10 MeV were within  < 30.
Since the angular distribution was also expected to depend on runaway
electron energy, we decided to simply assume runaway electrons as vertically
downward at the next step of Monte Carlo simulation. As a conservative as-
sumption, another angular distribution proportional to cos was also tested
at the next step in order to estimate systematic error of the vertical assump-
tion.
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Figure 7.2: Simulated distribution of zenith angle cos of runaway electrons
of > 10 MeV at the end of the acceleration region
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7.2 Monte Carlo simulation of electron propaga-
tion in the air
7.2.1 Simulation setup of electron propagation
As described in 1.1, electrons which are more energetic than threshold en-
ergy are accelerated to relativistic energy by electric elds in thunderclouds
and expected to approach monochromatic energy as they go through elec-
tric elds. Here for simplicity, runaway electrons of monochromatic energy
emitted vertically downward in the air were assumed in order to estimate
the most likely energy and height of runaway electron sources.
Figure 7.3 shows the schematic view of the simulation. In a space of
4 km  4 km  2 km lled with air molecules, electrons of Ee [MeV] were
shot vertically downward from the central point at the height of h [m] above
the ground. The energy spectra of gamma-rays and electrons which reached
the ground surface were obtained respectively for each combination of Ee
and h.
The height h of runaway electrons was set to 20 steps of 100 m width
from 100 m to 2000 m, while the energy Ee was set to 19 steps of 5 MeV
width from 10 MeV to 100 MeV. All 20  19 combinations of height and
energy were simulated and gamma-rays and electrons were collected individ-
ually at the ground. Since Norikura Observatory is located at high altitude,
the air pressure at the bottom of the simulation space was set to 720 hPa
corresponding to 2,770 m above sea level and it got 10 hPa lower per 100 m
altitude. Figure 7.4 is an example of the simulation.
7.2.2 Simulated particle components at ground surface
Incident electrons propagated toward the ground surface through various
processes such as bremsstrahlung or ionization. The components of particles
incident on the ground were mostly photons and electrons. Positrons were
slightly mixed to the incident particles in less than 2 %.
The number of photons and electrons of > 3 MeV incident on the ground
per a runaway electron (\arrival rate") were counted and shown in Fig-
ure 7.5. The arrival rate of incident particles was rather smaller (< 0.01)
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Figure 7.3: Schematic view of Monte Carlo simulation of electron propaga-
tion in the air : Electrons of Ee [MeV] were shot from the height of h [m]
vertically downward to the ground surface at 2,770 m altitude.
Figure 7.4: Monte Carlo simulation of electron propagation; 100 electrons of
50 MeV were shot downward from h = 1000 m; Trajectories of gamma-rays
(green) and electrons (red) are shown. Each axis corresponds to 1 km.
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when h is high and Ee is low. On the other hand, the arrival rate exceeded
1 in some cases with the height h  700 m and the energy Ee  30 MeV
because of the multiplication process by energetic particles. The minimum
arrival rate was 0.000504 at (2000 m, 10 MeV) and the maximum was 2.29
at (200 m, 100 MeV).
In addition, the ratio of electrons to all particles (gamma-rays and elec-
trons) on the ground of each source height and energy was calculated and
shown in Figure 7.6. Gamma-rays were dominant in most heights and en-
ergies, while electrons were dominant with 25 - 100 MeV at the height of
100 m. In the high energy range, the electron ratio at each height tended to
change gradually compared to lower energy range. The maximum and the
minimum of electron ratio on the ground were 0.72 at (100 m, 30 MeV) and
0.006 at (500 m, 10 MeV) respectively.
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Figure 7.5: Simulated arrival rate of photons and electrons (> 3MeV) at the
ground surface (2,770 m) per an incident electron injected from the air
7.2.3 Simulated energy spectrum at the ground surface
The energy spectra of gamma-rays and electrons incident on the ground
surface corresponding to h = 200 m, 500 m, 1000 m, 2000 m and Ee =
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Figure 7.6: Simulated electron ratio to all particles (gamma-rays + elec-
trons) at the ground surface
20 MeV, 50 MeV, 100 MeV are shown in Figure 7.7. In the gure, the spectra
of electrons at (200 m, 50 MeV) and (200 m, 100 MeV) had characteristic
at shapes with cut-o energy. Other spectra of electrons and gamma-rays
had relatively similar shapes which decreased toward high energy, although
the slope and the cut-o energy were dierent among each spectrum. For
example, the slope of the gamma-ray spectrum at (200 m, 20 MeV) was
steeper than (2000 m, 20 MeV). These simulated spectra were utilized for
the next step of Monte Carlo simulation in the following section.
7.3 Monte Carlo simulation of detector response
7.3.1 Simulation setup of detector response
As the nal step of Monte Carlo simulation for estimating the most likely
runaway electron sources, the detector response of PANDA64 was simulated.
In this simulation, energy spectra and angular distribution of gamma-rays
and electrons obtained from the simulation described in the previous section
were utilized. Gamma-rays and electrons of > 3 MeV were shot toward
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Figure 7.7: Simulated energy spectra of gamma-rays (red) and electrons
(blue) at the ground surface generated by monochromatic electrons of 20,
50, 100 MeV incident from 200, 500, 1000, 2000 m
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PANDA64 in order to simulate its detector response.
The schematic view of the simulation is shown in Figure 7.8. The struc-
ture of PANDA64 was constructed including all module components such as
plastic scintillators, light guides, PMTs and gadolinium sheets along with
aluminum frames and plates covering the detector. At 90 cm above the de-
tector, a 2 mm-thick aluminum plate of 2 m  3 m was placed corresponding
to the ceiling of the van. Gamma-rays and electrons were projected down-
ward from 2 m  3 m horizontal plane 20 cm above the aluminum ceiling.
The energy and zenith angle of injection particles were obtained from the
simulation of electron propagation in the atmosphere, while the shot points
on the projection plane were chosen randomly. An example of the simulation
is shown in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.8: Schematic view of Monte Carlo simulation of detector response:
Gamma-rays and electrons were shot downward from random points on the
horizontal plane 1.1 m above the detector through a 2 mm-thick aluminum
plate.
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Figure 7.9: Monte Carlo simulation of detector response; 10 gamma-rays
were shot toward PANDA64; Trajectories of gamma-rays (green) and elec-
trons (red) are shown.
7.3.2 Simulated detector response of PANDA64
The energy spectra of PANDA64 obtained from incident gamma-rays and
electrons corresponding to each runaway electron source at height h and
energy Ee were summed up respectively in order to be tted to the spectra of
radiation bursts observed at Norikura Observatory. Each energy deposit on
plastic scintillators were smeared and applied to the software cuts described
in 5.3.
The energy spectra collected for tting through this Monte Carlo simu-
lation were:
 Etot spectrum of all events detected by PANDA64 (\total-E1st")
 Etot spectrum of whichE1st was situated in upper modules of PANDA64
(\upper-E1st")
 Etot spectrum of whichE1st was situated in inner modules of PANDA64
(\inner-E1st").
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for all combinations of h and Ee. The \upper" modules corresponded to 6
modules on the top stage of 88 modules except for 2 edge modules, and the
\inner" modules corresponded to inner 36 (6  6) modules of PANDA64 as
shown in Figure 7.10. The upper-E1st and inner-E1st spectra were utilized to
investigate the particle components of observed bursts by E1st distribution,
which will be discussed in the following chapter.
The simulated energy spectra of total-E1st, upper-E1st and inner-E1st
corresponding to h = 200 m, 500 m, 1000 m, 2000 m and Ee = 20 MeV,
50 MeV, 100 MeV are shown in Figure 7.11. The energy spectra of 3 -
30 MeV are plotted in the gure. These spectra slightly diers among each
combination of h and Ee.
Figure 7.10: Schematic view of \upper modules" (red) and \inner modules"
(black) of PANDA64
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Figure 7.11: Simulated energy spectra of detector response generated by
monochromatic electrons of 20, 50, 100 MeV incident from 200, 500, 1000,
2000 m above the ground
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7.4 Estimation of runaway electron source in thun-
derclouds
7.4.1 Fitting of energy spectrum by minimum 2 method
Using the energy spectra collected by Monte Carlo simulation of detector
response, height and energy of runaway electron sources in thunderclouds
were estimated. Three dierent energy spectra of total-E1st, upper-E1st and
inner-E1st obtained from simulated radiation bursts were tted simultane-
ously to those of measured bursts by minimum 2 method. The only tting
parameter, which was common to all three spectra, corresponded to the
height of those histograms. 20 bins of logarithmic scale between 3 MeV
and 30 MeV were tted for each spectrum. The tting was performed for
12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory with all combinations of height
and energy of runaway electron sources.
7.4.2 Estimated height and energy of runaway electron source
The most likely sources of runaway electrons were estimated for 12 radiation
bursts observed at Norikura Observatory. The tting results are shown in
Figure 7.12 - 7.23.
2 values of tting results were drawn as 2D plot of height and energy
in the gures. The red grid in the 2D plot corresponds to the most likely
runaway electron source which has the minimum 2 value, while the blue
grids are out of 99 % condence region of two parameters. Strong bursts
with large signicance of statistics (shown in Table 6.2), e.g. burst20140823-
1, had narrow condence regions, while weak bursts had wide condence
regions.
The minimum 2 value of each height (or energy) was projected onto
the \Height" axis (or \Energy" axis) and also shown in the gures. Three
horizontal lines drawn in the plots correspond to 90 %, 95 % and 99 %
condence level of one parameter respectively from bottom to top. For
example, burst20140823-1 had the minimum 2 at the runaway electron
source of (500 m, 40 MeV) and the 90 % condence interval of the height was
95
300-500 m. The most likely runaway electron sources and 90 % condence
intervals obtained from these plots are listed in Table 7.1.
Additionally, the measured spectra of total-E1st, upper-E1st and inner-
E1st tted with the simulated spectra of the most likely runaway electron
source are shown for each bursts. The simulated energy spectra well de-
scribed the measured spectra in the tting region (3 - 30 MeV).
Table 7.1: The most likely height and energy (and the 90 % condence
intervals) of runaway electron sources
Burst Best t height Best t energy 2=dof
(90 % C.L.) [m] (90 % C.L.) [MeV]
20140708-1 1100 (400-1100,1300-1400) 65 (55-) 45.3/59
20140718-1 400 (200-500) 50 (45-95) 79.9/59
20140719-1 300 (200-700) 55 (35-65) 58.3/59
20140731-1 300 (200-500,800) 35 (25-40) 58.0/59
20140822-1 900 (400-1000,1300-1400) 55 (40-70) 52.6/59
20140823-1 500 (300-500) 40 (40) 109.7/59
20140826-1 1600 (800-900,1100-1900) 95 (60-) 99.7/59
20140830-1 500 (500-1000,1300) 80 (60-95) 50.8/59
20140830-2 700 (300-1400,1600) 65 (45,55-) 73.5/59
20140905-1 1700 (1100-1200,1600-1900) 50 (40-70,90) 82.7/59
20140905-2 300 (300) 65 (65) 60.4/59
20140905-3 500 (500,1000) 40 (35-40) 75.1/59
7.4.3 Comparison with Ohi's runaway electron sources
Runaway electron sources of three bursts observed at Ohi Power Station
were estimated by a similar simulation method [2]. The result are shown in
Table 7.2.
The estimation method for Ohi's bursts was not completely same as
Norikura's in some points, such as the tting procedure utilizing only total-
E1st spectrum and the tting range decided by using statistical signicance.
However, those results could be comparable with each other because the
important feature of the methods was same, i.e. the two-stage Monte Carlo
simulation of runaway electron propagation in the air and detector response.
The assumption that runaway electrons were monochromatic and vertically
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Figure 7.12: Fitting of burst20140708-1 to the simulated data obtained from
multiple runaway electron sources; (a) 2 value of tting; (b) 2 value pro-
jected onto \Height" axis; (c) 2 value projected onto \Energy" axis; (d)
Measured Etot spectrum and tted simulation spectrum; (e) Etot spectrum
of upper E1st; (f) Etot spectrum of inner E1st
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Figure 7.13: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140718-1
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Figure 7.14: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140719-1
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Figure 7.15: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140731-1
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Figure 7.16: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140822-1
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Figure 7.17: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140823-1
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Figure 7.18: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140826-1
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Figure 7.19: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140830-1
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Figure 7.20: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140830-2
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Figure 7.21: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140905-1
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Figure 7.22: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140905-2
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Figure 7.23: Same as Figure 7.12 but for burst20140905-3
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shot to the ground surface was also common for both methods.
The estimated energy of runaway electron source of Ohi's bursts was
16 MeV for all three bursts. Since the minimum of estimated best t en-
ergy of Norikura's 12 bursts was 35 MeV for burst20140731-1 (shown in
Table 7.1), it was indicated that the runaway electrons at Norikura gener-
ally get higher energy in thundercloud acceleration region compared to those
at Ohi. Even if 90 % condence intervals of Norikura's bursts were taken
into account, the lowest limit of 90 % C.L., 25 MeV for burst20140731-1,
was higher than three bursts of Ohi.
By estimation of runaway electron sources considering the detector re-
sponse, it was conrmed that the situation of electron acceleration in thun-
derclouds diered between Norikura and Ohi, which led to the dierence of
runaway electron energy. On the other hand, dierence could not be found
in estimated height of runaway electron sources between Norikura and Ohi.
Table 7.2: The most likely height and energy of runaway electron sources
for three bursts observed at Ohi Power Station [2]
Burst Best t height Best t energy 2=dof
20111225 1100 m 16 MeV 0.96
20120102 1100 m 16 MeV 0.87
20120105 400 m 16 MeV 0.82
7.4.4 Systematic error depending on angular distribution
As described in 7.2.1, runaway electrons were assumed to be vertical against
the ground surface in the Monte Carlo simulation of electron propagation in
the air. This assumption was common to the past simulation performed for
Ohi's bursts [2]. However, we considered the systematic error of the vertical
model for better estimation of runaway electron sources.
We performed another Monte Carlo simulation based on dierent as-
sumption of zenith angular distribution. In this simulation, runaway elec-
trons were shot downward with the angular distribution proportional to
cos. It was a rather conservative assumption as described in 7.1.2. After
the particles were collected at the ground surface after propagating in the
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air, Monte Carlo simulation for detector response was performed in the same
manner as the vertical assumption.
The best t results of runaway electron sources obtained from two angu-
lar distribution models are listed in Table 7.3. To gure out the systematic
error regarding the angular distribution model, the dierence of best t re-
sults of cos model and vertical model were plotted in Figure 7.24 against
the statistical signicance of bursts shown in Table 6.2.
The result indicated that larger statistical signicance led to smaller
systematic error of angular distribution model for both height and energy.
Especially two strong bursts, burst20140823-1 and burst20140905-2, seemed
to have small systematic error. Here we assumed that these two bursts had
model-dependent systematic errors of 100 m for height and 20 % for energy,
while other 10 bursts had errors of 1000 m for height and +100 % =  40 %
for energy. Under this assumption, the best t energy of runaway electron
sources of Norikura's bursts were still higher than Ohi's bursts, whereas it
turned out to be dicult to restrict the height of runaway electron sources
especially for statistically small bursts.
Table 7.3: Best t results of runaway electron sources obtained from vertical
model and cos proportional model
Burst Best t height Best t energy
vertical cos vertical cos
20140708-1 1100 m 700 m 65 MeV 95 MeV
20140718-1 400 m 400 m 50 MeV 90 MeV
20140719-1 300 m 300 m 55 MeV 60 MeV
20140731-1 300 m 300 m 35 MeV 30 MeV
20140822-1 900 m 900 m 55 MeV 45 MeV
20140823-1 500 m 400 m 40 MeV 45 MeV
20140826-1 1600 m 900 m 95 MeV 85 MeV
20140830-1 500 m 900 m 80 MeV 65 MeV
20140830-2 700 m 800 m 65 MeV 60 MeV
20140905-1 1700 m 1600 m 50 MeV 80 MeV
20140905-2 300 m 300 m 65 MeV 65 MeV
20140905-3 500 m 1300 m 40 MeV 30 MeV
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Chapter 8
Particle components of
bursts
8.1 Electron in radiation bursts
It would be important to evaluate the electron component included in thun-
dercloud radiation busts in order to discuss the distance of runaway electron
sources as described in 1.3.1. In this section, we estimated the electron com-
ponent of observed bursts using several analytical approaches.
8.1.1 Range of runaway electrons in the air
Tsuchiya et al. reported that electrons were detected simultaneously with
gamma-rays during a thunderstorm at Norikura Observatory [35]. Utilizing
the energy spectrum of gamma-rays, they estimated the source position of
the burst to be at approximately 90 m above the ground.
The range of electrons are 64 m (10 MeV), 109 m (20 MeV), 175 m
(40 MeV) and 288 m (100 MeV) at the altitude of Norikura Observatory
(2,770 m, 0.72 hPa). In addition, electrons incident on the detector from
upward direction have to go through aluminum plates of 6 mm in total (4 mm
for the cover of the detector and 2 mm for the ceiling of the van), which is
equivalent to the air of 20 - 25 m thickness at 2,770 m. Consequently, the
actual electron range upward from the detector is 44 - 263 m for 10 - 100 MeV
electrons.
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8.1.2 Electron ratio at the most likely runaway electron source
The electron ratio of simulated bursts (Figure 7.6) shows that electrons
become dominant only when the source height is 100 m and the energy is
higher than 25 MeV. In other cases, gamma-rays become dominant.
As described in 7.4.2, 12 bursts observed by PANDA64 at Norikura
Observatory were likely to be generated by the runaway electron sources of
higher than 200 m above the detector. The electron-dominant range, i.e.
(h = 100 m, Ee  25 MeV), were out of 90 % condence region in most
bursts. The electron ratio at the best t height and energy are shown in
Table 8.1. The highest electron ratio was 0.21 for burst20140905-2, while
it was less than 0.1 for other 11 bursts. Therefore, all bursts observed at
Norikura were expected to be gamma-ray-dominant bursts.
Table 8.1: Simulated electron ratio at the best t results of runaway electron
sources
Burst Best t Electron ratio
height energy (simulated)
20140708-1 1100 m 65 MeV 0.04
20140718-1 400 m 50 MeV 0.03
20140719-1 300 m 55 MeV 0.06
20140731-1 300 m 35 MeV 0.02
20140822-1 900 m 55 MeV 0.04
20140823-1 500 m 40 MeV 0.03
20140826-1 1600 m 95 MeV 0.05
20140830-1 500 m 80 MeV 0.04
20140830-2 700 m 65 MeV 0.04
20140905-1 1700 m 50 MeV 0.04
20140905-2 300 m 65 MeV 0.21
20140905-3 500 m 40 MeV 0.03
8.1.3 E1st distribution and temporal variation
As the next step, the electron component included in radiation bursts was
investigated by taking advantage of E1st distribution. 30-second temporal
variation of count rates of total-E1st, upper-E1st and inner-E1st (dened
in 7.3.2) were plotted for all 12 bursts in Figure 8.1 - 8.4. The ratio of
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upper-E1st and inner-E1st was also calculated in order to know the temporal
variation of E1st distribution.
In Figure 8.5, the simulated distribution of E1st are shown when gamma-
rays and electrons of 20 MeV were shot from a at surface above the detector.
Most of incident electrons from upward direction deposited their energy
intensively at 8 modules of the top stage and E1st distribution certainly
concentrated on those modules. This result was in good agreement with
a range of 8.3 cm of 20 MeV electron in plastic scintillator (1.032 g=cm3,
vinyltoluene based). In contrast, E1st of gamma-rays from upward direction
distributed relatively homogeneous on all modules compared to electrons.
The ratio of upper-E1st and inner-E1st would therefore increase if elec-
trons were dominantly included in the bursts. However, the temporal varia-
tion showed no signicant increase of the ratio of upper-E1st and inner-E1st
during all burst periods, although the count rates of both inner-E1st and
upper-E1st showed simultaneous enhancement.
On the other hand, E1st distribution of observed bursts are shown in
Figure 8.6. In the gure, the events of Etot > 3 MeV were plotted after
subtraction of the background period. The scale of the color bar was set
as same as Figure 8.5 to compare with it. Although the plots seemed to
be somewhat uneven because of the lack of statistics, we could see that no
module on the top stage had more than 10 % of the total counts in contrast
with the electron simulation shown in Figure 8.5.
8.1.4 Electron ratio of observed bursts
In order to investigate the electron ratio included in radiation bursts quan-
titatively, further simulation were performed by injecting gamma-rays and
electrons of 10, 20, 50 and 100 MeV toward PANDA64. The ratio of upper-
E1st and inner-E1st (UIratio) corresponding to each incident particles are
shown in Table 8.2.
UIratio values of 12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory were
also calculated after subtracting the background period from the burst pe-
riod. Calculated UIratio were listed in Table 8.3, which varied from 0.335
(burst20140822-1) to 0.527 (burst20140718-1).
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Figure 8.1: 30-second temporal variation of total-E1st (red), upper-E1st
(blue) and inner-E1st (black) count rate along with the ratio of upper-
E1st and inner-E1st (green) around burst20140708-1, burst20140718-1 and
burst20140719-1 115
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Figure 8.2: Same as Figure 8.1 but for burst20140731-1, burst20140822-1
and burst20140823-1
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Figure 8.3: Same as Figure 8.1 but for burst20140826-1, burst20140830-1
and burst20140830-2
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Figure 8.4: Same as Figure 8.1 but for burst20140905-1, burst20140905-2
and burst20140905-3
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Figure 8.5: Simulated distribution of E1st modules obtained from Monte
Carlo simulation of monochromatic particles shot vertically downward to
the detector: (left) 20 MeV gamma-rays : (right) 20 MeV electrons
Utilizing obtained UIratio, the electron ratio at the injection surface was
calculated for each monochromatic energy of gamma-rays and electrons. The
electron ratio d = e =( + e ) could be obtained from the equation below.
UIratioburst =
(1  d) upper + d uppere 
(1  d) inner + d innere 
; (8.1)
where upper and inner are the counts of upper-E1st and inner-E1st events
detected by PANDA64 per an incident particle of simulation.
Electron ratios calculated assuming monochromatic gamma-rays and
electrons of 10, 20, 50 and 100 MeV were also shown in Table 8.3. The
electron ratios were below 0.3 for all combinations of 12 bursts and four
monochromatic energies. The maximum electron ratio was d = 0:29 for
burst20140718-1 at 100 MeV gamma-rays and electrons. In this case, the
upper limit of electron ratio was d = 0:43 (95 % condence level). Thus, we
concluded that all 12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory were gamma-
ray-dominant bursts.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution [%] of E1st modules obtained from measurement
data of 12 observed bursts
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Table 8.2: Simulated ratio of upper-E1st and inner-E1st (UIratio) obtained
from monochromatic gamma-rays and electrons
Energy gamma-ray UIratio electron UIratio
10 MeV 0.302 20.8
20 MeV 0.282 11.3
50 MeV 0.233 2.47
100 MeV 0.162 1.41
Table 8.3: Ratio of upper-E1st and inner-E1st (UIratio) and electron ratio
corresponding to four monochromatic energies
Burst UIratio Electron ratio
(BG subtracted) 10 MeV 20 MeV 50 MeV 100 MeV
20140708-1 0:396 0:058 0.12 0.07 0.11 0.19
20140718-1 0:527 0:086 0.25 0.14 0.19 0.29
20140719-1 0:458 0:081 0.19 0.10 0.15 0.24
20140731-1 0:342 0:046 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.14
20140822-1 0:335 0:062 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.14
20140823-1 0:354 0:018 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.15
20140826-1 0:481 0:084 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.26
20140830-1 0:382 0:060 0.11 0.06 0.10 0.18
20140830-2 0:429 0:061 0.16 0.09 0.13 0.21
20140905-1 0:380 0:054 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.17
20140905-2 0:434 0:027 0.16 0.09 0.14 0.22
20140905-3 0:338 0:052 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.14
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8.2 Neutron in radiation bursts
As described in 1.3.2, radiation bursts related to thunderclouds might pro-
duce neutrons. Thus we investigated whether the neutron component was
included in thundercloud radiation bursts observed at Norikura Observatory.
8.2.1 Delayed coincidence for neutron detection
It is suggested that the photonuclear reaction produces neutrons in thun-
derclouds. Actually some previous experiments detected neutron signal en-
hancements by neutron counters during radiation bursts. PANDA36 also
detected neutrons of 14  5 events per second by delayed coincidence
method in one of three bursts observed at Ohi Power Station [2].
A neutron incident on PANDA64 produces two signals within a short
time interval. The prompt signal is attributed to proton recoils by the inci-
dent neutron, while the delayed signal is caused by the neutron capture by
gadolinium. Because thermalization of neutrons takes tens of microseconds
in the detector, the two signals can be detected by delayed coincidence.
8.2.2 Selection cuts for delayed coincidence
In order to decide the selection cuts for delayed coincidence, a Monte Carlo
simulation was performed by injecting neutrons isotropically toward the de-
tector. Four monochromatic energies (10, 20, 50 and 100 MeV) were tested
as the incident neutron energy. Prompt energy (Eprompt) spectrum, delayed
energy (Edelayed) spectrum and the time dierence between prompt and de-
layed events (T ) for each neutron energy are shown in Figure 8.7.
First of all, the lower cut of Eprompt and Edelayed was set to 3 MeV in order
to exclude the eect of rain fallout. Although Eprompt spectrum seemed to
be dierent depending on the incident neutron energy, we set the higher cut
of Eprompt as 30 MeV because 99 % of prompt events above Etot > 3 MeV
would survive against this upper cut even in the case of 100 MeV neutrons.
On the other hand, Edelayed spectra did not dier among incident neutron
energies because delayed events are mainly invoked by 8 MeV gamma-rays
emitted via neutron capture by gadolinium. Therefore, the cut of Edelayed
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was set to 3 - 8 MeV, whose detection eciency was 99 % for the events
above 3 MeV.
The time dierence T also seemed not to depend on neutron energy.
Since wider T cut leads to worse S=N due to increasing accidental events,
the cut for T was set between 8 s and 150 s. The lower cut (8 s) was
attributed to the ADC conversion time of approximately 7.5 s. The higher
cut (150 s) corresponded to the detection eciency of 90 % for events of
T > 8s. The selection cuts for delayed events are shown in Table 8.4.
Firstly, an event which had Etot of 3 - 30 MeV was tagged as a prompt
event, and then a delayed event corresponding to the prompt event was
searched between the time window of 8 - 150 s. Etot of delayed events had
to be 3 - 8 MeV. If a delayed event was found in the time window, the pair
of prompt and delayed events was counted as a correlated event.
Correlated events obtained from measurement data include pairs of two
events which were detected accidentally in the time window. To reject such
accidental backgrounds, 1 ms-shifted time window, 1008 - 1150 s, was in-
troduced and the count rate of events detected in this time window was sub-
tracted from the count rate of correlated events. Through this calculation,
the count rate of correlated events could be obtained from the measurement
data.
Table 8.4: Selection cuts of delayed coincidence for neutron detection
Cuts Correlated events Accidental events
prompt event 3MeV < Etot < 30 MeV
delayed event 3MeV < Etot < 8MeV
time window 8s < T < 150 s 1008s < T < 1150 s
8.2.3 Temporal variation of correlated event rate
30-second temporal variation of correlated event rate after subtraction of
accidental event rate were plotted for 12 bursts and shown in Figure 8.8 -
8.11. In addition, stability of the count rate of cosmic ray muons which
penetrated through PANDA64 was investigated because correlated event
rate could be aected by muon spallation around the detector. Penetrating
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Figure 8.7: Simulated Etot spectra of prompt events (Eprompt) and delayed
events (Edelayed) and coincidence time (T ) obtained from Monte Carlo
simulation of homogeneously and isotropically incident monochromatic neu-
trons of 10 MeV, 20 MeV, 50 MeV and 100 MeV.
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muons were dened as events which at least one module on each stage of
PANDA64 had energy deposit of > 5 MeV. 30-second temporal variation of
penetrating muon rate was plotted in the gures along with the correlated
event rate.
However, no signicant enhancement of correlated event rate was ob-
served in 12 observed bursts. Besides, the count rate of cosmic ray muons
seemed to be stable during each burst period.
8.2.4 Upper limit of neutron ux during bursts
In order to investigate quantitatively the neutron ux related to radiation
bursts, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed using Geant4 by injecting
monochromatic neutrons toward PANDA64. In the simulation, neutrons of
10, 20, 50 and 100 MeV were shot isotropically or vertically to the detector.
The detection eciency of neutrons in each case is shown in Table 8.5. As
there was not a big dierence between two shooting directions, the detection
eciency of isotropic neutrons were utilized for the calculation below.
Correlated event rate (accidental event rate subtracted) during the burst
period was calculated by subtraction of the background period. As shown in
Table 8.6, all 12 bursts did not show signicant enhancement of correlated
event rate.
On the other hand, correlated event rate became negative value in some
bursts, especially in burst20140719-1 (2:4). Although a possibility could be
considered that there was a neutron signal enhancement in the background
period, the reason could not be identied. In the cases of negative correlated
event rates, the upper limits of condence intervals shown in Table 8.6 were
calculated based on the assumption that the count rate was 0 [/sec] in order
to obtain conservative limits.
Subsequently, the upper limit of neutron ux around the detector was
calculated utilizing the simulated detection eciency. The upper limits of
95 % condence intervals are listed in Table 8.7. The maximum value of
the calculated upper limits, 102.9 [=sec=m2], corresponded to the case that
burst20140905-3 was assumed to be accompanied by 10 MeV monochromatic
neutrons.
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Figure 8.8: 30-second temporal variation of count rate around
burst20140708-1, burst20140718-1 and burst20140719-1; 3 - 100 MeV events
(red), correlated events (blue) and penetrating muon events (brown)
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Figure 8.9: Same as Figure 8.8 but for burst20140731-1, burst20140822-1
and burst20140823-1
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Figure 8.10: Same as Figure 8.8 but for burst20140826-1, burst20140830-1
and burst20140830-2
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Figure 8.11: Same as Figure 8.8 but for burst20140905-1, burst20140905-2
and burst20140905-3
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Table 8.5: Simulated detection eciency of PANDA64 against monochro-
matic neutrons
Neutron Neutron detection eciency [m2]
energy isotropic vertical
10 MeV 0.0182 0.0184
20 MeV 0.0482 0.0491
50 MeV 0.0531 0.0538
100 MeV 0.0895 0.0864
Table 8.6: Correlated event rate during burst periods and its upper limit of
several condence intervals
Burst Correlated event rate Upper limit [=s]
(BG subtracted) [=s] 90 % C.L. 95 % C.L. 99 % C.L.
20140708-1  0:068 0:495 0.812 0.970 1.277
20140718-1 0:377 0:729 1.573 1.806 2.259
20140719-1  1:051 0:440 0.722 0.863 1.136
20140731-1  0:883 0:851 1.395 1.667 2.195
20140822-1 0:382 0:517 1.229 1.394 1.715
20140823-1 0:032 0:449 0.769 0.913 1.191
20140826-1 0:619 0:425 1.316 1.453 1.716
20140830-1 0:094 0:722 1.278 1.509 1.957
20140830-2 0:058 0:493 0.866 1.024 1.330
20140905-1 0:312 0:671 1.412 1.627 2.043
20140905-2  0:599 0:600 0.984 1.176 1.548
20140905-3 0:184 0:863 1.599 1.876 2.411
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Table 8.7: Upper limit (95 % C.L.) of neutron ux around the detector
corresponding to four monochromatic neutron energies
Burst Upper limit of neutron ux
(95 % C.L.) [=sec=m2]
10 MeV 20 MeV 50 MeV 100 MeV
20140708-1 53.2 20.1 18.3 10.8
20140718-1 99.1 37.4 34.0 20.2
20140719-1 47.3 17.9 16.3 9.6
20140731-1 91.5 34.6 31.4 18.6
20140822-1 76.5 28.9 26.3 15.6
20140823-1 50.1 18.9 17.2 10.2
20140826-1 79.7 30.1 27.4 16.2
20140830-1 82.8 31.3 28.4 16.9
20140830-2 56.2 21.2 19.3 11.4
20140905-1 89.3 33.7 30.7 18.2
20140905-2 64.5 24.4 22.2 13.1
20140905-3 102.9 38.9 35.3 21.0
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Chapter 9
Discussion
9.1 Overview of whole measurement period
Figure 9.1 shows 30-second temporal variation of 3 - 100 MeV count rate,
excess against reference count rate, number of grids with each level of Thun-
der Nowcast and Thunder Information, temperature in the van and electric
eld strength through whole measurement period. Gray region in the gure
corresponds to the period excluded from analysis because of shutdown or
maintenance of PANDA64. The electric eld data could not be taken during
the rst half of whole measurement period due to poor connection of a cable.
In the gure, 12 observed bursts are drawn as blue vertical lines. It should
be noted that two bursts observed on August 30th 2014 and three bursts
observed on September 5th 2014 could be seen like wide lines because they
were too close.
9.1.1 Count rate
3 - 100 MeV count rate sometimes showed gradual uctuation during the
measurement period, whose uctuation rate was approximately 10 %/day
at maximum. Although it might be related to long operation of PMT or
ADC, the cause of the uctuation could not be identied.
However, the eect would be very small because the uctuation rate was
small enough (< 0:5 %/hour). Since count rate enhancement was searched
using reference count rate of two hours prior and posterior to each 30-second
time block, the eect on search for bursts would be rather small. Addition-
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Figure 9.1: 30-second temporal variation of 3 - 100 MeV count rate, excess
against reference count rate, number of grids with each level of Thunder
Nowcast and Thunder Information, temperature in the van and electric eld
strength through whole measurement period along with blue vertical lines
corresponding to 12 bursts
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ally, the baseline uctuation of burst and background periods of 12 bursts
would be negligible because these bursts were observed in relatively stable
period of count rate.
9.1.2 Electric eld
Electric eld often showed uctuation not only in burst periods. Since some
of them seemed to be correlated to Level 1 of Thunder Nowcast, there might
have existed small scale thunderclouds around the detector although no
signicant count rate excess of 5  could not be observed.
Consequently, the uctuation of electric eld did not necessarily coincide
with observation of radiation bursts, although all bursts observed along with
electric eld data was detected under uctuation of the electric eld.
9.1.3 Thunder Nowcast
Both Thunder Nowcast and Thunder Information seemed to be related to
the observed bursts. Especially Level 2 - 4 (shown as orange, red and purple
lines) of Thunder Nowcast were obviously coincided with blue lines of bursts
in the gure.
As described in 6.2.1, \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" were recorded 8 times
in 54 days and all of them seemed to be correlated to radiation bursts.
In this meaning, the correlation rate of \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" with
bursts was 8=8 = 1 and that of \thunderstorms ( Level 1)" was 12=121 =
0:099. However, this correlation rate was based on the assumption that a
continuous status of Thunder Nowcast was caused by one thunderstorm.
If each 10-minute data of Level 1 or higher was assumed to be brought by
a dierent thunderstorm, the correlation rate of \thunderstorms ( Level 2)"
with bursts would be 8=28 = 0:29 and that of \thunderstorms ( Level 1)"
would be 12=859 = 0:014. Furthermore, the correlation rate of \thunder-
storms ( Level 2)" became 6=28 = 0:21 under an assumption that a burst
which was not observed within 10 minutes from Level 2 or 3 did not correlate
to Thunder Nowcast.
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9.2 Termination of radiation bursts
9.2.1 Two types of burst termination
There seemed to be two dierent types of termination of radiation bursts.
One type was sudden termination and the other type was gradual termina-
tion. As an example, 10-second temporal variation of 3 - 100 MeV count
rate and electric eld during burst20140823-1 are shown in Figure 9.2.
A sudden termination of count rate enhancement could be seen at around
01:55 A.M. during burst20140823-1. It coincided with sudden uctuation of
electric eld from negative to positive. The electric eld uctuated within 1
second and the count rate enhancement terminated almost simultaneously
as shown in zoomed Figure 9.3. As shown in the case of burst20140830-1,
sudden electric eld uctuation would correspond to a lightning discharge.
Therefore, sudden termination of count rate enhancement was inferred to
be due to disappearance of electric eld caused by a lightning discharge in
thunderclouds.
On the other hand, a gradual termination of count rate enhancement
could be seen at around 01:58 A.M. during burst20140823-1. In this case,
count rate enhancement slowly terminated taking a few minutes while elec-
tric eld gradually rose from negative to positive. Since the peak shape of
count rate enhancement was nearly symmetry, this gradual termination was
inferred to be caused by the passage of thundercloud above the detector.
This type of termination could be found in most of observed bursts.
9.2.2 Interpretation of burst20140823-1
Here we tried to interpret the correlation between count rate and electric
eld shown in Figure 9.2. Simple dipole thunderclouds were assumed in the
following discussion, which consisted of negative lower layers and positive
upper layers.
In Figure 9.2, the rst lightning discharge was observed at around 01:52.
At that time, strong count rate enhancement was not observed because thun-
derclouds were not close to the detector as positive electric eld showed.
Then, electric eld turned to negative and an intensive count rate enhance-
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Figure 9.3: Expansion of Figure 9.2 using 1-second temporal variation of
count rate (3 - 100 MeV)
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ment started (01:53 - 01:55), which indicated that the negative lower layer
of thunderclouds came just above the detector.
When the second lightning discharge was observed at 01:55, the count
rate enhancement terminated simultaneously with disappearance of electric
eld. One minute later, a new intensive count rate enhancement appeared
at 01:56 - 01:58 because the thundercloud was charged negatively again
or another thundercloud came above the detector. However this time, the
enhancement terminated gradually taking a few minutes along with slow
electric eld uctuation.
The positive value of electric eld at around 01:59 showed that the thun-
dercloud had already passed through the detector. When the third lightning
discharge was observed at 02:00, thunderclouds were far away and thus no
count rate enhancement was observed.
The long-duration bursts have been basically considered to be related
to thunderclouds and do not coincide with lightning discharges. Although
sudden termination of long-duration electron and gamma-ray bursts in as-
sociation with lightning discharges were reported respectively [33, 46], the
relationship between sudden termination and gradual termination has not
been clearly stated because these two termination types were not observed
simultaneously.
Burst20140823-1 would be the rst example which observed both termi-
nation types in a series of bursts. Our group is planning a new experiment
of chasing winter thunderclouds in coastal areas of the Sea of Japan by a
car equipped with a mobile scintillator in order to observe termination of
radiation bursts.
9.3 Dierence of observations at Norikura and Ohi
9.3.1 Correlation with Thunder Nowcast
PANDA64 and PANDA36 were almost identical detectors except for the
number of modules and the trigger conditions. They were deployed at
Norikura Observatory and Ohi Power Station respectively, and both of them
detected thundercloud radiation bursts. Mountain areas such as Norikura
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Observatory and coastal areas of the Sea of Japan such as Ohi Power Station
were typical locations for observation of long duration bursts. The dierence
of radiation bursts between two locations is discussed below.
Although a number of long duration bursts have been observed at moun-
tains or coastal areas, the correlation with thunder information were seldom
reported because it had usually been utilized only to conrm the existence
of thunderclouds at the location where signal enhancements were observed.
The correlation between radiation bursts and Thunder Nowcast was reported
in PANDA36 experiment at Ohi Power Station [2]. It showed that only three
radiation bursts were observed in 22 cases of \thunderstorms ( Level 2)"
although the monitored grids was set wider (20 km  20 km) than Norikura.
Even when Level 2 grids covered the surrounding area of Ohi Power Station,
no count rate enhancement was observed by PANDA36.
On the other hand, PANDA64 detected radiation bursts correlated to all
8 cases of \thunderstorms ( Level 2)" without exception. Besides, other
4 bursts were observed during \thunderstorms ( Level 1)". The strong
correlation between thunder activities and radiation bursts has not been
reported before. This result might imply that Norikura's thunderclouds
appeared in almost constant altitude, whereas Ohi's thunderclouds appeared
in various heights and sometimes bursts could not be detected at the ground
surface.
9.3.2 Duration of radiation bursts
Duration of radiation bursts also gave a suggestion about the dierence be-
tween Norikura and Ohi. The duration of each burst shown in Table 6.1
was dened based on count rate enhancement of 3  although some bursts
which contain multiple peaks in burst periods should be divided in or-
der to discuss about the typical duration of bursts caused by a thunder-
cloud. Each signal enhancement of Norikura's bursts lasted for 3.0 minutes
(e.g. burst20140731-1) up to 9.0 minutes (e.g. burst20140822-1), which
was longer than Ohi's bursts (1.5 - 3.0 minutes) or bursts observed in other
coastal areas [43, 44]. This might indicate the dierence of velocity of thun-
derclouds or width of electric eld in thunderclouds.
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9.4 Runaway electron ux in the air
9.4.1 Estimation of runaway electron ux
Flux of monochromatic runaway electrons at the most likely source height
and energy was calculated based on the simulation results described in 7.2
and 7.3. Arrival rate Rarrival and detection eciency de were used for
calculation.
At rst, peak count rate of particles (i.e. gamma-rays and electrons)
detected by PANDA64 was obtained. The peak count rate was the highest
count rate among all 30-second time blocks in a burst period. The highest
peak count rate among 12 bursts observed at Norikura Observatory was
195:3  6:3[=sec] (burst20140823-1), while the lowest was 31:0  5:4[=sec]
(burst20140822-1).
Then, ux at the ground surface fground[=sec=m
2] corresponding to the
peak count rate was calculated by dividing count rate by detection eciency
at the best t height and energy of runaway electron source. The detection
eciency de was obtained from the simulation for detector response by di-
viding detected count (Etot > 3 MeV) by injected count [=m
2]. As shown in
Table 9.1, de were approximately 0.5 [m
2] for all 12 bursts. de  0:5[=m2]
was rather higher than the detection eciency of PANDA36 against Ohi's
bursts (de  0:1[=m2]) probably due to larger target size and more relaxed
trigger condition. Calculated fground varied from 59.5 to 365.0 [=sec=m
2].
Subsequently, ux in the air at the height of the most likely runaway
electron sources fair[=sec=m
2] was calculated by the equation:
fsource = fground=Rarrival; (9.1)
where Rarrival was the arrival rate of gamma-rays and electrons (> 3 MeV)
at the ground surface per a runaway electron as is shown in Figure 7.5.
The arrival rate diered by a factor of more than 10 among 12 bursts due
to dierence of the most likely runaway electron sources. It was 0.076 at
(1700 m, 50 MeV) as the source of burst20140905-1 and 1.131 at (300 m,
65 MeV) as the source of burst20140905-2. Arrival rate of Ohi's bursts were
rather lower because estimated energy of runaway electrons was lower than
Norikura's bursts.
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The estimated ux at the source height fsource are shown for 12 bursts
observed at Norikura in Table 9.2 along with the ux at the ground fground
and the peak count rate. fsource were estimated to be 1446 139 (95 12)
[=sec=m2] for burst201408231 (burst20140830-1) at maximum (minimum).
In addition, the minimum and maximum values of fsource in 90 % con-
dence region of estimated runaway electron source was obtained from the 2D
map of 2 values shown in Figure 7.12 - 7.23, which are listed in Table 9.3.
Table 9.1: Simulated detection eciency and arrival rate at the most likely
runaway electron sources of the bursts observed at Norikura Observatory
and Ohi Power Station [2]
Location Burst Height Energy de [m
2] Rarrival
Norikura 20140708-1 1100 m 65 MeV 0.511 0.283
Norikura 20140718-1 400 m 50 MeV 0.521 0.507
Norikura 20140719-1 300 m 55 MeV 0.500 0.724
Norikura 20140731-1 300 m 35 MeV 0.532 0.314
Norikura 20140822-1 900 m 55 MeV 0.520 0.276
Norikura 20140823-1 500 m 40 MeV 0.535 0.284
Norikura 20140826-1 1600 m 95 MeV 0.492 0.295
Norikura 20140830-1 500 m 80 MeV 0.498 0.946
Norikura 20140830-2 700 m 65 MeV 0.509 0.495
Norikura 20140905-1 1700 m 50 MeV 0.535 0.076
Norikura 20140905-2 300 m 65 MeV 0.451 1.131
Norikura 20140905-3 500 m 40 MeV 0.535 0.284
Ohi 20111225 1100 m 16 MeV 0.101 0.003
Ohi 20120102 1100 m 16 MeV 0.101 0.003
Ohi 20120105 400 m 16 MeV 0.096 0.02
9.4.2 Burst ux at Norikura and Ohi
The result of ux calculation of the bursts observed at Norikura Observatory
was compared to those observed at Ohi Power Station. Fluxes for three
radiation bursts of Ohi Power Station were calculated based on Kuroda's
work and shown in Table 9.4. Peak count rate, fground and fsource of each
burst observed at Norikura and Ohi are plotted in Figure 9.4.
The peak count rate of radiation bursts observed at Norikura were
O(101   102) [/sec]), which were lower than Ohi's count rate (O(102) [/sec])
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Table 9.2: Peak count rate, ux of bursts incident on the ground surface,
and ux of monochromatic runaway electrons at the source height of the
bursts
Burst Peak rate [/sec] fground[=sec=m
2] fsource[=sec=m
2]
20140708-1 38:0 5:4 74:3 10:5 262 37
20140718-1 43:9 5:8 84:3 11:1 166 22
20140719-1 35:3 5:6 70:6 11:2 98 15
20140731-1 113:4 5:6 212:9 10:6 678 34
20140822-1 31:0 5:4 59:5 10:3 216 37
20140823-1 195:3 6:3 365:0 11:8 1283 42
20140826-1 34:8 5:8 70:7 11:9 240 40
20140830-1 45:0 5:5 90:3 11:0 95 12
20140830-2 32:5 5:6 63:8 11:0 129 22
20140905-1 58:9 5:6 110:0 10:5 1446 139
20140905-2 97:0 5:9 214:9 13:0 190 12
20140905-3 68:2 5:7 127:5 10:7 448 38
Table 9.3: Minimum and maximum values of ux [=sec=m2] of runaway
electrons at the source height in 90 % condence region
Burst Lower limit of 90 % C.L. Upper limit of 90 % C.L.
Height Energy fsource Height Energy fsource
20140708-1 400 m 90 MeV 55 1400 m 50 MeV 633
20140718-1 400 m 100 MeV 52 600 m 40 MeV 343
20140719-1 400 m 85 MeV 57 1200 m 30 MeV 1274
20140731-1 200 m 40 MeV 443 800 m 25 MeV 3258
20140822-1 400 m 90 MeV 45 1400 m 40 MeV 799
20140823-1 300 m 40 MeV 914 500 m 40 MeV 1283
20140826-1 500 m 100 MeV 53 1900 m 60 MeV 779
20140830-1 400 m 90 MeV 65 1900 m 55 MeV 1178
20140830-2 400 m 95 MeV 42 1700 m 50 MeV 797
20140905-1 700 m 70 MeV 205 1900 m 40 MeV 2950
20140905-2 400 m 85 MeV 155 300 m 65 MeV 190
20140905-3 300 m 45 MeV 261 1800 m 30 MeV 5727
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by a factor of 1.2 - 18. On the other hand, ux at the ground surface
(fground) of Norikura was O(10
1   102) [=sec=m2]), while Ohi's bursts had
larger fground of O(10
3) [=sec=m2] than Norikura's by a factor of 3.8 - 79
due to better detection eciency of PANDA64 compared to PANDA36.
Besides, ux at the estimated source height (fsource) of Norikura's bursts
was O(101   103) [=sec=m2]), which were rather smaller than Ohi's fsource
(O(105   106) [=sec=m2]) by a factor of 1:7  102 - 1:5  104. Even when
90 % condence region of runaway electron sources shown in Table 9.3 was
taken into account, Norikura's fsource were higher than Ohi's at least by a
factor of 42.
The dierence of the most likely energy of runaway electrons determined
by Monte Carlo simulation caused signicant dierence in arrival rate Rarrival
between PANDA36 (O(10 3   10 2)) and PANDA64 (O(10 2   100)). It
led to rather big dierence of fsource.
Thus, 16 MeV runaway electron sources of Ohi implied very large ux in
the air compared to Norikura's bursts. Assuming that the number of seed
electrons was common between Norikura and Ohi, radiation bursts observed
at Ohi required higher avalanche multiplication factor at least by a factor
of 102 than Norikura, while the energy of monochromatic runaway electrons
at Norikura was higher than Ohi as described in 7.4.
This somewhat confusing result might be attributed to the dierence
of unknown factor lying between thunderclouds of Norikura and Ohi. Such
dierence has not been reported before and it indicated the necessity of a new
model concerning electron acceleration and multiplication process in electric
eld of thunderclouds which accounts for long-duration bursts observed at
two locations.
Table 9.4: Peak count rate, the ux of bursts incident on the ground surface,
and the ux of monochromatic runaway electrons at the source height of the
bursts observed at Ohi Power Station calculated based on Kuroda's work [2]
Burst Peak rate [/sec] fground[=sec=m
2] fsource[=sec=m
2]
20111225 (2:3 0:1) 102 (1:4 0:1) 103 (4:7 0:3) 105
20120102 (5:1 0:1) 102 (4:1 0:1) 103 (1:4 0:0) 106
20120105 (5:5 0:1) 102 (4:7 0:2) 103 (2:4 0:1) 105
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Figure 9.4: Peak count rate, estimated ux on the ground (fground) and
estimated ux at source height (fsource) of the bursts observed at Norikura
Observatory and Ohi Power Station
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
Long-duration radiation bursts related to thunderclouds were observed at a
mountaintop using a segmented organic scintillator originally developed as
an antineutrino detector for reactor monitoring. The observation was per-
formed at Norikura Observatory (2,770 m above sea level) of The Institute
for Cosmic Ray Research, The University of Tokyo in summer of 2014.
During the measurement period, count rate enhancements lasting for
a few to ten minutes were observed 12 times in 54 days. Since these en-
hancements were found in the energy range of > 3 MeV, they were not
attributed to the rain fallout of radon and its daughter nuclei. According
to Thunder Nowcast, all signal enhancements were observed in temporal
and spatial coincidence with Level 1 or higher of thunder activity. Inter-
estingly, signal enhancements were invariably observed whenever Thunder
Nowcast indicated thunderstorms of Level 2 or higher in the observation
period. Besides, the energy spectra of all signal enhancements extended up
to 10 - 25 MeV, which were in good agreement with thundercloud radiation
bursts previously observed in mountain areas or coastal areas of the Sea of
Japan. Therefore, these 12 signal enhancements were identied as radiation
bursts related to thunderclouds. This relatively large number of observed
bursts enabled various analysis to investigate the feature of long-duration
bursts which seems to have no established theoretical model yet.
Data taken by a eld mill and a light sensor installed near the detector
gave interesting suggestions regarding correlation with observed bursts. The
peak of each burst was observed under strong negative electric eld, which
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indicated that thunderclouds accelerating electrons downward to the ground
existed just above the detector during bursts. In addition, two types of burst
termination were detected in this observation. One is sudden termination
coinciding with quick electric eld uctuation within 1 second, which would
be attributed to lightning discharges. The other is gradual termination tak-
ing a few minutes along with slow electric eld uctuation, which would
correspond to passage of thunderclouds above the detector. Two dier-
ent termination types were observed in a series of enhancements lasting for
about 10 minutes. The long-duration bursts have been widely considered to
be unrelated to lightning discharges in contrast to the short-duration bursts
such as TGFs. However, this observation indicated that a long-duration
radiation burst might terminate simultaneously with a lightning discharge
although this termination type might be rarely observed because thunder-
clouds usually pass through before occurrence of lightning discharges.
Furthermore, a new suggestion was obtained from energy spectra and
Monte Carlo simulation. A simulation was performed in order to estimate
height and energy of runaway electron sources. Assuming monochromatic
runaway electrons at source height, the most likely height and energy were
estimated as 300 - 1700 m and 35 - 95 MeV respectively. The estimated en-
ergy was higher than 3 bursts observed at Ohi Power Station. Additionally,
runaway electron ux at the source height estimated for Norikura's bursts
were remarkably smaller than Ohi's bursts. It meant that the multiplication
factor at Norikura was smaller than Ohi at least by a factor of 102 if the
same number of seed electrons was assumed, whereas runaway electron en-
ergy at Norikura was higher than Ohi. The dierence implied the necessity
of a new model concerning electron acceleration and multiplication process
in electric eld of thunderclouds.
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